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SUMMARY 
This two part volume reports on the second and third phases of 
the NASA research contract NAS8-3l373 initiated March 1975 and 
culminating in December 1978. 
The three phases of this contract are identified by three work 
statements: 
Phase 1: Work Statement I dated March 1975 
Phase II: Work Statement II dated December 1976 
Phase III: Work Statement III dated November 1977. 
Work Statement I dealt with the generation of Holographic fil-
ters by digital techniques and the work of this phasp. was r~ported 
in final form through the interim final report dated August 1976 
(Mississippi State University Report MSSU-EIRS-EE-77-l). 
Work Statement II deals with digital data communication over RF 
channels with both random and bursty error characteristics, i.e. a 
compound channel. Volume 1 of the final report dated December 1978 
reports on this phase of the contract. In particular a Hybrid de-
coder was developed and proven by simulation to be superior to a 
Viterbi decoder. 
Work Statement III deals with a survey of projected coding 
technology developments in the 1980-1985 time frame. Volume II of 
the final report dated December 1978 reports on this phase of the 
contract. 
u· 
ABSTRACT 
The main purpose of this research is to develop an algorithm 
whose performance· approaches that of the optimal maximum likelihoud 
Viterbi decoder in dealing with random errors and yet possesses a 
burst-error-correcting capability close to that of the optimal B2 
decoders. The algorithm developed uses a syndrome detecting logic 
to direct two decoders, namely, the Viterbi decoder and the algebraic 
decoder, to assume the decoding load alternatively, depending on the 
channel characteristics at the moment. 
The algebraic decoder used in the hybrid algorithm is an opti-
mal B2 burst corrector suitable for the decoding of nonsystematic 
convolutional codes. The algebraic decoder is capable of correcting 
any short burst as long as the total number does not exhaust the 
storage capacity of the decoder. It can also correct long bursts 
equal to or less than (constraint length -1) blocks with high prob-
ability without having to sacrifice the random-error-correcting 
capability of the codes. When encountering long bursts which are 
beyond the error correcting capability of the algebraic decoder, the 
overall system will outperform the Viterbi d~coder because error 
propagations are suppressed. 
The hybrid system works extremely well for compound channels 
with periodic bursty interferences; however. for random bursty 
channels in which the required clean guard spaces are not present. 
the performance of the hybrid system may on occasion become worse 
than that of the Viterbi decoder. 
vi 
An empirical study of the performance of t
he Viterbi 
in bursty channels was carried out and an 
improved 
for nonsystematic codes was developed. Th
e hybrid algorithm was 
simulated for the (2,1), k • 7 code on a computer u
sing 20 channels 
having various error statistics, ranging 
from pure random error to 
pure bursty channels. The hybrid system o
utperformed both the 
algebraic and the Viterbi decoders in ever
y case, except the 1% 
random error channel where the Viterbi dec
oder had one bit less 
decoding error. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Information Transmis8ion 
Communication i8 a process by which messages are transferred 
from one point to another. A message is assumed to be an ordered 
aelection from a known set of symbols. Furthermore. communication ia 
a random proceS8; otherwise there would be no need to communicate. 
Lat X be a random variable whose sample space consists of the m source 
... x }. 
m At the destination, one of the desti-
nation symbols of the ensemble {YI' Y2' ••• Yn} will be identified by 
the signal transmitted. The destination can be represented by a 
random variable Y. A 8ignal is a physical realization of the mes8age 
80 that transmi8sion through the media, or channel, is possible. 
'Ibis conversion is done by the transmitter. The function of the 
receiver i8 to guess the source symbol sent based upon the received 
.ymbol Yj and its a posteriori probability p[xilyj) for i· 1. 2, 
J, ••• , m. The optimal decis~.on rule is that ~ is determined .. 
the .ource .ymbol .ent if p[~IYj]! p[xilyj] for all i ~ k. 
The as.umption that the mesa ages to be sent are chosen froa a 
finite set may not be as restrictive 88 it seems to be. (1) The 
difference between very large and infinite becomes very small when 
dealins with practical systems. For instance, our language use. 
di.crete 8ymbols but it can be used to express nondiscrete fee11ns. 
and emotions to a fair degree of accuracy. (2) There i. no real 
.~~ .sj ,1,;' I ~) :.J i" Il'IT~!~" ~t ~~ :~··t1J \~.,:' : ~~ /~i ~ ~ ·~~,~t1·jj ±~1""J' 'I r,';''!. r·, ' 
,,1' ~~ :. 0 7- ;' j.' .:; '-.~' 1.,: 
• 
2 0 • o· F> • 
• • o • • 
communication channel which can convey signa&s t~ ~ arbitrary degree I 
• 
of accuracy; ~ever. the quantization error ca~ed by conve'ting 
• 
the con~inuQus sample space into discrete sample space can always be 
o 
made less than the channel errors if the quantization level is fine 
enough. • 
o 
1h order to make a quantitative analysis of communlcatlon·sys-
o 
tems we may define the information content of a message as the "uncer-
tainty" of that message. The more likely the occurrence of a me-iage. 
the less information it carries. Therefore the i.'formation content 
• 
of a message is defined as* 
• o 
• 
which is also called the self-information of X· xi. The average 
• self-information over ;111 source symbols is called the entropy of 
the source, a tern! borrowed from statistical ":hermod)'nudcs and used 
in the same sense. • 
" Similarly the information provided about the event X· Xi by 
the occurrence of the event y. y may be defined as the mutual 
fI j 
information of the joint event X· Xi and Y U Yj . ThiB is a 
measure of how much the occurrence of a particular alternative. say 
o 
Yj , in the Y ensemble tells us about the possibility of 80me alterna-
tive, say Xi ' in the X ensemble. Mutual information is denoted as 
• log 
*Log ~ is base 2, not base 10. 
• 
P~ly(XIIYi) 
Px(xi ) 
'\ 
• • 
• 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
I 0 1 , 
I 
o 
! . 
I 
i 
c 
c 
o 
o ., I ,. 
I 
I I 
r. 
PEP 
The average mutual information over all input and output symbols is 
denoted as 
l(X;Y) 
-
pxly(~IYJ) 
PX(~) 
As shown earlier in discussing the optimal receiver decision 
rule, the effect of the transmission is to alter the probability of 
3 
each possible input from its a priori, i.e. P(xi ), to its a posteri-
ori value, i.e. p[xiIYj]. The more the channel can improve the 
a priori probability, the more capable the channel. If the channel is 
noiseless, after transmission the a posteriori probabilities of all 
messages would be deterministic. Obviously, maxindzing the average 
mutual information of a channel over all possible input assignments 
can serve as a measure of the channel capacity, C. 
Although I(X;Y) is a function of both the channel and the input 
assignment, C is a function of only the channel. As a matter of fact, 
for a symmetric, discrete memoryless channel--i.e., where the occur-
rence of each output symbol depends only on the corresponding input 
symbol and does not depend on inputs and/or outputs in the past, and 
the transition probabilities p(yjlxi ) of the channel are symmetric--
the maximum occurs when the input symbols are equally probable. There-
fore just as entropy is a measure of the source demand, channel 
capacity can be interpreted as the ability of the channel to handle 
the demand. 
If the channel is noiseless, the channel capacity will always be 
equal to the source entropy, even when the source rate reaches to in-
finity. If this were true, there would be no problems of communica-
I 
4 
tions. However, nature is not 80 benevolent; some disturbances are 
bound to occur. This means the information handling capab1lity is 
limited for any physical channel; even the source messages are picked 
from a finite set, i.e. each symbol carries only a finite amount of 
information. The first resolution is to break the source symbols 
into smaller units so that each new symbol will carry less information. 
This is called source encoding. As mentioned earlier the most effic-
ient use of the channel is to make the a priori probabilities of the 
source symbols equal. This can be taken care of during source en-
coding by using longer sequences to encode the less probable messages. 
The message symbols may be broken down to any level necessary with 
the smallest possible level being one bit; i.e. messages may be 
encoded using only two symbols. "0" and "1". The level to which 
message symbols should be broken depends on the channel quality, or 
the a posteriori probabilities, or the channel capacity. If the chan-
nel signal to noise ratio is so strong that it allows the transmission 
of 4 symbols without a wrong interpretation at the receiving end, then 
4 symbols may be used to encode the message symbols. If the 4 symbols 
are equally probable, then each symbol will carry 1 I • -log 4 • log 4 
• 2 bits of information. Therefore, the channel capacity is fully 
used and reliable communication is achieved. However, if the channel 
cannot distinguish 4 levels of signal yet 4 symbols are used to en-
code the message symbols, reliable communication cannot be achieved. 
Up to this point it is clear that as long a8 the channel is not over 
used, reliable communication is indeed achievable. This is the basis 
of Shannon's [1948]1 noisy-channel coding theorem. 
In practical communication .yatema. an attompt i. made to .end 
aianal, at auth low power levela that even when the beat alanalina 
method •• u~h •• antipodal .1anallna. 1e u.od. the r.colver .. y atill 
ub m1sUluta. Th1l .. ana tho channel capacity pn unit tiu ie 
bdow 1 bit pOl" unit ti_. Thereft.lt'o. ovon if the ntfu •• a.o lIymb01l 
Ny not be tun.lItlUed with conUd,mco. Fortunatoly, Shllnnon'. 
lOV""f tlum 1 bit/unit u~. To uke tho infot1\\aUon cont~"t of .ach 
bit lil.tlull than 1 bit. rt.hlwHtant b1tl'l which do not ('any in{ol"1Ulltiol\ 
haw to b" add .. d or ~m" bit of Infl'ftulltion hall to b. Jhtdbuted to 
'. ." . , ...," ". . ~ , 
6 
1.2 Compound Channels 
During the discussion of the communication theory, the situation 
was over simplified by use of a discrete memoryless channel as the 
model. Although in nature there are channels which can be effective-
ly modeled as additive white Gaussian noise channels (AWGN), for 
instance the space channels, the vast majority of the real channels 
do have some degree of memory, i.e. each symbol in the output sequence 
depends statistically both on the corresponding input and on past in-
puts and outputs. A physical channel of this nature is a channel 
whose noises cluster into bursts, i.e. it will have numerous errors 
in a short time span and be extremely clean at another time. We call 
the noisy periods the bursts and the clean periods the guard space. 
A strictly bursty channel, like a random error channel, is a highly 
idealized model; therefore, the so called compound channel--a channel 
with both random errors and bursts--becomes a much more realistic 
model for most physical communication channels. Unfortunately, due 
to the complexity of its mathematical analysis, few results have been 
achieved in this area. The existing coding schemes for compound 
channels lean either to one side or the other or are severely limited 
to some special situations. TIlis problem is the major concern of the 
rest of the work. 
The reason we regard noise as the only factor which gives a chan-
nel memory is that the dependence of message symbols is removed after 
source encoding. In fact, message symbols are highly dependent in 
most practical situations, for instance, the probability of an 
English letter is statistically dependent on the occurrence of the 
7 
preced1na .ent.nce. •••• However. 1t 11 po .. ibl. to .. p any ....... 
IUch that the ptobabtlitl •• of the •• two .ywboll ar •• tatl.tl~llly 
independent. 'l't\ua th. channel can be aod.led a. the binary .y ... trlc 
chaMel (ISC). a ... on. for bHakia, ......... ylllbola to thb funda· 
!Matal lew1 are two-fold: (1) q-.ry chll\aell pet'fol'1l wor •• thu 
binary channel. 1n tid.lity. althouah they can transmit data (not 
iafow:aaUon) at a "uch hiaher rate; (2) for ... It of mtalyd. Ilnd 
to taple.at. 
Sourc\t 
~)e~l\d"r 
8 
sandina to the transmitter. The transmitter converts the binary 
stream into suitable form for transmission over the physical channel; 
this involves various signalina and diaital modulation schemes. At 
the receivina end the reverse procedure is applied; first, the 
received waveforms are demodulated, then "channel decoded" to remove 
errors, "source decoded" to convert the binary stream into source 
letters and finally the received messaaes are dumped to data sink, or 
the user. If analoa messaaes are desired, a diaital-to-analoa con-
verter may be used. The quantization error can be made as small as 
desired by decreasina the step size of the quantization level. 
Normally, the trade-off depends upon cost consideration and the user's 
needs. This is true for all other designina factors of a communica-
tion system, especially the application of error-correcting codes. 
1.3 Historical Background of Coding Theory 
Strictly speaking, codina theory has its own origin and was not 
initiated by Shannon. Prior to the publication of Shannon's coding 
theorem, Hamming had already developed the (7,4) code; as a matter of 
fact, it was used in the 1948 paper of Shannon l as an example. 
Shortly thereafter, Golay2 published his (23,12) code as well as the 
rather straightforward generalization of Hamming's (7,4) code to all 
of the other Hamming codes. Even though both were concerned with the 
problem of reliable communication over noisy channels, the combinat-
orial, constructive, deterministic viewpoints of Hamming and the 
probabilistic,statistical, eXistential viewpoints of Shannon were 
quite different. However, Shannon's paper certainly added new 
vitality and insight into the development of coding theory. Only 
I j' 
9 
.even yeara later, Ili08 (1955)3 invented convolutional cod .. , 
obviously inlpired by Shannon'a codin. theorem. Since then, codina 
theory haa developad in two different direct10na--the al.ebraic and 
the probabili.tic .choola--and the code. they developed are called 
alaebraic code. (block code.) and convolutional codea. 
The exi.tence of al.ebraic code. h .. it. own riaht; the.e code. 
are hiahly .tructured; their decodinal are dete~lni.tici they can be 
analyzed usina ab. tract matheutica. ,.. early as the 50'. Muller 
(l9S4)~, Reed [1954)5 and Slepian (1956]6 indicated that alar .. 
body of knowledae about finite _thematical .tructure., i.e. finite 
rina., fielda and alsebr .. , could be brousht to bear on the codina 
7 
problem. Soon after, Pranae (1957) propo.ed the binary cyclic codes 
which were aenerated by the primitive polynomials over the Galota 
field of 2 symo1.. The big breakthrouah in the development of 
algebraic code. was the advent of the BCH codes (Hocquenghem (1959]8, 
Bo.e and Chaudhuri (1960]9,10), the as (Reed-Solomon [1960]11) code. 
and the noabinary BCH (G\)renate1n and Zierler (1961) 12) codes, which 
are all aenerated by minimum polynomial. of elements from the Galois 
field GF(2m). The decoding algorithm of BCH codes w .. firat proposed 
by Peteraon (1960] 13, and then aeneraliled and refined by Gorenst'lin 
and Zierler, Chien, Berlekemp, Forney and Massey. The decodina of 
BCH code. also requires computations which use Galoi. field arithme-
( 
tic. BCH codes, in fact, are a lubcl .. s of the cyclic codes which, in 
turn are a subcl .. s of the aeneral linear block codes. Beaides 
finite alaebra., finite aeometries were also applied to the coding 
problem. Geometry codes were firat studied by Rudolph (1964)1~ and 
later extended and aenerali.ed by many other cod ina inveltiaators. 
10 
applied !.n the conltruetton of the •• cod... The developMnt of aeOM-
try code. wa. aot1vatod by a epectal dleodlna .. thod for a lubela •• of 
tho block coi!ea. tncludina 10M of the BCH cod... caned _jority 
lOlie decodtnK. Majority lOlle decodabl. cod •• are ortho.onall~abl. 
cod ••• S~ of the exaapl •• are the (15.7) ICN code. MAxiau.-lonath 
code •• dUference-aet cod ••• the (2", 211 - II - 1) H •• dna cod •• tho 
m (2 - 1 ~ II + 1) !lett code.. tho (ll t 16) ICH code and tho two typ •• of 
be$t known Euclidean aeoqetry code.. Another important decodina 
wethod for cyclic cod •• t. the modified Hoaattt decoder. called orror-
trappina decodln&. which can b. appUed to almo.t any cyclic evd ••• 
Althouah thh Ileeodl,,& .thod enjoys a wry dmplo eumbinaUonal 
logic cireuit, it lOlieli erwr-coHoctintl calHlbUity for lonG, htSh-
rattl COdilii. 
bnic codilli aN allJyft\ptot:h~ally weak. It wali known that the orror 
cutoff rate, R whh'h. in Gen"""l, ill a auttlllt.U\thl fra,,-tton "f COIll) 
th_ ,~hanl\.l capacity. Uowev"r. thh barrhr wa .. further f"""lV"d t,y 
the advent of th" Viterbi alGorithm (19b]).1' Both th~ .. "quontial 
11 
alaorithm and the Viterbi alaorithm map the received sequence to the 
most likely source sequence, i.e. maximum likelihood decodina. while 
the latter is not bounded by R and thus is optimal in the comp 
sense of Shannon's coding theorem. Since the number of comparisons 
required per decoded bit for a Viterbi decoder increases exponetially 
with constraint length k, it is impractical to attempt to achieve a 
small probability of error merely by increasing the constraint 
length. Therefore, it is imperative to find "good" convolution codes. 
18 Costello (1974] defined "good" codes as codes that have optimal 
free distance, df ,a term he invented to represent the entire ree 
distance between codewords from the encoder. As a result, he found 
that the chance of an optimal df code being systematic is very ree 
slim and nearly all the nonsystematic codes are better codes. Due to 
the "non-algebraic" nature of their structures, convolutional codes 
are extremely difficult to analyze; consequently, very little is 
known about their structural properties. This is probably the main 
drawback of this class of codes. Traditionally, the construction of 
convolutional codes was done by trial and error and was limited to 
systematic codes. For nonsystematic codes, su far the only known way 
to find good codes is to make an exhaustive search of all possible 
codes, using an educated routine proposed by Bahl et. al. 19 
Convolutional codes can be truncated into blocks of fixed lenath 
and then decoded algebraically. Although the random-error-correcting 
capability would be reduced. algebraic decoders are very attractive 
for burst-error-corrections. Unfortunately, with the exception of 
20 the decoder proposed by Robert W. Boyd (1976) ,all the known 
12 
al.ebrate deeodina alaorlthae are for syate .. tic code.. 80yd'. 
decoder uaed the idea of multiple parity-check and wa. shown capable 
of eorrecUna short burst. of one block. tbeHfon. it 1a hiahl)' 
desirable to develop further alaebraic decodlna a1aorith.. for non-
.yst.matie convolutional codes to handle much lonaer bur.ts. Thia la 
one of the major efforts of this dis.ertation. Clearly if such an 
algobraic algorithm could be achieved. then with proper interfacina of 
it with the Vit~rbl algorithm, a hybrid syst.m could be developed 
with a perfol'UUlnce equal to that of the Viterbi decoder for the random 
~rrors and as powerful aa the algebraic decoder itself for bursta. 
For into~diate situationa. that ia, in the compound channela. the 
hybrid system should certainly outperform either of the decoders 
alone. 
A heuristic interpretation of Shannon'. cod ina theorem waa 
att"mpted and 1& hhtorical background of the coding dewlop_nt waa 
~riafly introduc"d. This chapter is not lnt"nd~d to bo tutorial but 
only serwtI t~l orie-nt the readers to the discussion. in the follow-
in8 du,pten and make the dillcussions more comprehensive. 
C~,din8 for ellmpound channels doea have tta "infonaation theory" 
foundation. Shannon'. noby-channel codinS theorem is a very .eneral 
fundaIHntal theorem. I t applies both to momoryle •• channell and to 
chAnn.b wi th 1W.
'
ry, and can be generalhed to nondhcrete channe18 
•• well. Thore are al.o code. developed for strictly bur.ty channel. 
and tor coml,ound dutnneia, how~ver. moat of them are block cod •• and 
the klu""n cllnvolutional clldeli for chtUlneb with memory aro .trictly 
13 
for bursty channela. therefore, their random error correctina capa-
bilitiea are greatly aacrificed. Other techniques 8uch as inter-
lacing and concatenation also have their shortcomin... Interlacina 
achievea burat e~ror correction at the price cf random error cor-
rection while concatenation involves using two codea, a process which, 
of courae, introduces rate 108s. In any case, none of the exiating 
coding schemes haL-a performance approaching that of the optimal 
Viterbi decodera for random errors and yet behavea as an optimal 82 
bursts corrector when dealing with clustered errors. It is the purpose 
of this work to attack this goal. As will be shown in the following 
discussions, though there are problems not completely solved, some 
very promising results have been produced and a coding scheme which 
outperforms other known schemes in a large selection of practical 
communication channels haa been accomplished. It is felt that, at 
least in principle, an optimal decoding algorithm for compound chan-
nels as defined above is achievable. Should such a scheme be realized, 
coding applications would not be limited to a few special type of 
channels. Its value and impact to practical communications could be 
very significant. 
~----.1._. ___ .J I 1. '"-1 I L .I ··IT.rTIJ~]·~]J ill: 
alAPTBI II 
ccmrOLUTIONAL CODES 
2.1 !h!.~ 
Convolutional (or recurrent) code. can be reaa~ded either as a subclass of the linear block (or parity check) code. or .. linear recurring sequence.. Taking the first viewpoint, convolutional codes differ froll block codes only in that the present code block depends not only on the corresponding input block but alao OIl the previous k - 1 blocks, where k 18 teraaed the encoder'. con.traint length. Taking the second Viewpoint, however, convolution.l code. are nothing more than the recurring sequences produced by finite state sequential machines and can be analyzed .s such. 
2.2 Algebraic Encodlns ~ Decoding 
Encoding of block codes can BOst easily be comprehended ... mapping proceas from a k-dimensional vector space to the subspace of an n-dimensional epace, where n!> k. The opUmal mapping rule 18 tv let the minimum d1etance between any two mellben in the rarlge apace, i.e. code 'paee, be the maximum achievable. Members in the range apace are called code warda, and their di.tance is called H .. ing distance. For binary codes, the "-'pace 11 over "(2) and the distanc. between ~ and y, d(~,y) , i. defined .. the nuaber of component. in which they differ. 
( 
~ 
( 
• 
· 
· ~ ,. 
" 
... ':~' ~~' ~j~l.~~~~---1-....'L..~~~'~'.; 
~ 
" :~~ 
A .horthand notation for linear vector .pace i. the matrix 
notation. We may let the k baai. vector. (each i. an-tuple) b. 
the k row. of a k x n matrix G , called 8eD.rator matrix. 
4t 81,1 
i2 82,1 Q • • 
81,2 
S2,2 
· .. 81,n 
· .. 82,n 
. 
• 
• • • .,- n ""lL , 
Then encodins become. the poatmultiplication of the ....... blocks 
(k-tuple8) by the senerator matrix 80 that all code vector. ar. 
linear combinations of the basi. vector. that .pans the cod. apace. 
It i. known that for any k x n matrix ~ with rank k, there 
exist. a (n-k) x n matrix ! with rank (n-k) such that the row 
space of G is the null space of ! or vice versa, l! is called 
the parity check matrix. 
hi hi 1 hi 2 · .. h , , l,n 
h2 h2,l h2,2 · .. h H • • 2,n 
h 
n-k h n-k,1 h n-k,2 · .. h n-k,n 
Decodin8 i8 simply the pOltmultiplication of the received code 
word ! by !. Since every member in Q, l.e. 4, is ortho8onll 
to every member in .!!, if the received .£. is indeed a _mber of G, 
the product would be zero, i.e. .£..!!. 4.!! • .Q. , otherwise, the pro-
duct would be nonzero, i.e. .I!!. (4 + e) !! • .I! + .!! • .!!! ~ .Q. 
tCiED&llIlG PAGE BLANK NO' flI.MED. 
'i; 
'h 
.. f;i 
':~! ,., 
!JI(" f:~ 
'-., 
,~~. 
II':; 
:;>1 
~~ ,~ 
··*z' ;':-; 
;w, 
, ;' 
\ •• .Ii 
t t I.-.Ll 1 -1_ .. ...1_ 1 1 .... J f 
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• This nonzero vector i8 called the syndrome vector because it pro-
videa some information about the error vector ~ • 
In order to find H. k x (n-k) simultaneous equations. i.e • 
• &1 hJ • 0 for I - 1, •••• k. J. 1 • •••• n-k. have to be solved. 
This involves a trememcious amount of work for large k and n-k. 
and unfortunately this is exactly how a "good code" should be. How-
ever. the simplicity of GF(2) arithmetic proiJdes an easy way out. 
That is. let Q contain an identity matrix: 
then we can form: 
P"" 
H • 
...
P1•n- k P2 •n- k 
By so doing, it can be easily seen 
p 
l.n-k 
P 2.n-k 
p 
k.n-k 
p 
k:z 
l' k.n-k 
I 
n-k 
• 
G • H1' • II !]. (fl · r ~ ! + ! 11 • (! +!] • (0] 
Code words produced by this type ~f generator matrix always ~ontain 
their mesllase words explicit 1)' nnd then'~ore ar~ called systematic 
I 
i 
I 
8 
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codes. Since the additiol;al constraint of containing an identity 
sub-matrix in the generator matrix imposes a severe limitation on the 
freedom of choosing good codes, systematic codes normally do not give 
optimal Hamming distances. Unfortunately, most existing algebraic 
decoding schemes are for this type of codes. 
Physical realization of Irity check codes can be achieved with 
a k-stage shift register connected to an n-stage shift register in 
parallel through some "EXCLUSIVE OR" gates. The encoder input 
sequence ! is shifted into the k-stage shift register k bits at 
a time and outputs th rough those "EXCLUSIVE OR" s t or Mod-2 adders t 
and fed into the n-stage shift registers. The content of the n-
stage shift registers is the encoded block of the corresponding source 
blo(:k. The connection vectors between the two shift registers are 
equal. exactly to the k rows of the generator matrix, or the k 
n-tuples that form the basis of the code spac~. 
. . . . . . . . 
If gij • I, there 1a a 
connection between Xi 
and Yi ' otherwise there 
1s no connection. 
Fig. 2.1 Parity check coder. 
For a low rate (l/n) convolutional code th~ only difference is 
that instead of shifting the whole block of k bits in. only one bit 
. !I\,., 
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is shifted 1n at: each time unit. As a r
esult, we may relard the 
whole source aequence ! as a semi-infinite source 
block and the 
generator matrix as a semi-infinite mat
rix: 
f1 &1 ••• ~ 0 0 + GO where the it
's for 
£2 0 81 ~ 0 + .. 
i-1,2 ••• k are equiva-
Q 
-
• 
lent exactly to the 
~ .ii '8 of the corre
s-
... 
.. 
ao 
ponding block code. 
This formulation can be easily seen from F
11. 2.1. As Xl moves 
along the upper shift register, it will 
eventually occupy every stale 
of the register and the same 1s true for
 all other source bits except 
that their occupation of the same stage 
is delayed one time unit 
successively. This 1s why we may visualiz
e Xl • as being multiplied 
and the same is true for x2 ' x3, ••• XL
 except 
that the multiplications are delayed one
 time unit, or n bits t for 
each successive source bit. For convolu
tional codes, normally a com-
mutator 1s used to t\ample the outputs of
 the n nlod-2 adders and then 
to send the {'ncoded sequence out for transmission.
 
This analogous formulation of the convo
lutional codes not only 
reveals some of the algebraic properties
 it inherits from the linear 
block codes 8uch llS the property of line
arity, but also provides a 
decoding method ~imi18r to that of the b
lock codes. That is, if the 
code is systemtlt1c,. a parity check matri
x H can easily be fOWld; 
-
therefore, t.he same decoding procedure 81
'1 that of the block codes clln 
be applied. 
The block code model of convolutional co
des also reveals their 
power and lim! tations. Due to the1 \" rec
urrent nature. convolutional 
code. allow the entire source sequence, s.
y L bits, to be encoded 
a. one whole block with very simple encod
ing circuitry or small 
storage requirement. Superficially, it .e
ems that the ultimate 
-N(R' - R ] 
random coding bound P [t] < 2 0 'n co
uld be achieved with 
pet) + 0 ,when N· (L + k) n + ~. However, the 
proof that this 
19 
bound is valid depends strongly on freedom
 to choose the block-coder 
connection vector. arbitrarily. The addi
tional constraint of being 
recurrent exactly destroys such freedom an
d limits the choice of good 
codes. Indeed, if L is increased while 
k. the encoder conltraint 
length. 1s held fixed, error probability c
annot be expected to 
approach zero as N + ~ On the other hand
, it i. reasonable to 
anticipate a bound on error probability th
at decreases exponentially 
with a linear increase in encoder's \.~onstr8
int len8th k. As will 
be shown later, merely increasing k wil
l increaBe the decoding com-
plexity exponentially for the optimal alg
orithm. Even 80 there are 
limitations i the convolutional codes are s
till, by far, the but known 
codes 1n practical situaUons because of th
eir semi-infinite block 
length nature. 
So far, we hav~ only considered the low ra
te 1/0 \'od·,,'s. For 
the general £/n codes, all we have to do
 19 tC'l uce l sou of 
the construction as shown in Fig. 2.1, I\nd
 the (','rrt'$I'l'nding outputs 
of tho ~ k-stage shift registers arc mo
d-2 aJd~d together hefore 
being sampled, Fi8. 2.2. 
• 
... 
I 
1 
! 
J 
.. " N . . . • .....: N (f}-'-r!! 
• M 
.. 
"" 
. . . 
. . , 
,,~.--- , 
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The .enera1 matrix-formulation: 
.&11) (2) (1) (1) ,1) 0 0 
.1.2 .&3 J4 · .. · .. 
:1 .&i2) (2) (2) ~2) ~2) 0 0 
.12 I.) · .. • •• , 
"" i 
1 
(t) (I.) (1) (1) ~1) 0 0 '( 
'&1 '&2 .&3 .84 · .. ~ .~ 
0 (1) .&~l) .&~l) ~l) (1) 0 i '&1 · .. -1 .8k · .. 0 (2) .i~2) a~2) (2) ~2) 0 
'&1 · .. 
'-1 • •• It ,''l .... ~ G • .~" 'ii· 
-
:~ 
." 
" (1) (1) (I.) (t) (1) ~'i 0 0 1;' 
'&1 '&2 .&3 'k-1 ~ · .. ,~, ,~ 
.,: 
0 0 i~l) (1) 0 ~l) ~1) f '&2 -1 · .. ,~,. 
(2) (2) (2) ~2) l" '. 0 0 0 <. &1 '&2 · .. 1\-1 t 
• 
.' 
~" . 
 
~, 
~ , 
(t) (t) (0 (0 l~" 0 0 0 .. ~ . 
"1 1.2 Btt-l , · .. , l~ 
.' 
.. 
h 
~:' 
;. 
"" f:' 
~ .. 
In a""ltral th" parity check Ntrix U h (lxtrt"m"ly difficult to 
- 1>', 
find, ~x('opt wlltm th" cudell SI'''tlrAttlU 31'0 N},stC'math', 11\,.. liIysttlftlatic , 
t'. 
codllt. the connection V\lctUrM l\t't! Rud, 
f 
that 
H 
. 
1 
\' 
¥. (0 
• 1 wlu," j • ~ t" 
"lJ 'i. 
f (0 () wtum ,1 oJ f all for j ~ k 1', 
"'lj • ~" '" t; 
(0 ~, 
• 0 wl\t''' i ~ 1 't'~ 
"1j f. f,' 
.1 
Therefore, all that hAw to be lpedfhd are the liJ'" for j > k • 
A \tOre comprehend" aU of notation. can be bor~d ff'Oll Shu 
Lin' s book. 21 Let 
10 (1,1). '0 (l,2) , · .. 10 (1.n) 
·oU,l), '0(2,2), '0 (2.n) • •• 
~ • • 
lo(t,,1), 10(1,:1) , · .. '0 (t,n) 
• (1 i !.ol 
tl1(l,l) , &1(1.2), . . . IlO,") 
8 1(2.1), 11(1.:n, )l.l(~,n) 
l) • • 
-1 
l\\(t,l). R1U.l), Sl({,n) 
• (9 .• }' ) 
-\ 
ir( 1,1) It .. o,:n tlr (l,n) · .. I 
'r (2. 1) 8\,(1, :1) SI'(Z,t\) · .. 
.-
~ - l~ • 
-1 -I' 
il' (t ,1) I\I'(t.2) · .. ttr~t.l\) 
,0) 
11 
.(1) 
12 
,,(2) h) 
'12 11 
• 
• 
• 
aCt) (t) 
II al :.! 
(1) (1) 
tt:u 8" .. a" 
(;!) 
ll..n 
(:) 
11 .... ~ 
oLa 
(0 ( C.) 
It:l S~~ 
(1) SO) 
tlkl k.: 
(':) S~.:) ~kl k': 
• (t) 
I1.k \ 
(0 
)l.k.: 
••• a (1) 
ln 
(a) 
••• I ln 
(.t) 
• • • a1 \\ 
(1) 
... 12\\ 
(2) 
... alln 
(0 
l1:!n 
(1) 
. .. llkl\ 
... ~~) 
• (t) 
'k" 
where (1) ! b. txt identity matri.x 
(2) Q. :l.a. .. x I. aero matrix 
(3) 
p 
-r 
P is. 1 x (n-1) matrix of the followin& form 
r 
a'(1.1>. s'(1.2). · .. a'(1.n-l.) r r r 
1~(2.1) • ,;(2.2) · .. s~(2.n-l) 
• 
a;(1,l). 8;0 .• 2) • · .. s'(l.n-l.) r 
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With such notations the senerator matrix of systematic (n.l) convo-
luUonal codes is of the following form: 
1 P .Q. II !l !2 ......... 0 !it-l aeros ... ... 
-0 
.Q. 1 !o 0 II 0 ~ . . . . . . 4-2 0 ~-l aeros ... ... 
G • 
- !o .Q. Q. 1. • • • • • • • • • • • • • It •• 0 p Q. !it-l zeros ... .. -k-2 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• c. .................... 
zeros 1 
and the parity check matrix It is: 
--
, 
, , 
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.. 
pT 1 
.. aero. 
.:.0 
~ .. 
pT 2- pT 1 • zeroe :..t !.4 
pT Q. pT Q pT 1 --.... aerol !.Ii !..l !..O 
.. 
T pT !t pT !..O 1 - aero. + .. 'r Q. !it-l ~-2 Q -1 
H • .. 
T Q. T Q. 
pT pT pT 1+ 0 
!tt-l ~-2 .Q. 
0 .. 
--
~ -1 :.0 
.. 
T 
.Q. 
• ero. ~-l ... 
.. 
.. 
zeros .. 
zeros 
.. 
.. 
zero • 
"-
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
GIl <!It 
00 
where 1 is an (n - l) x (n - t) identity matrix and Q, an 
With both G and H defined, 
- -
(n-l) x (n - t) zero matrix. 
encoding and decoding can be performed much as they are in the block 
codes; the size of these matrices being semi-infinite are not .. 
formidable as they seem. Due to the recurrent nature of theae 
matrices, the only information needed il the P 's. They may be r 
grouped together as the 80 called sub-generator: 
for i· 1, 2. ••• t j • 1, Z. • •• n-l 
2S 
Algebraic decoding of
 convolutional codes 
haa the following 
advantages: 
(1) It involves only mul
tiplications of the re
ceived aequence 
and the parity check 
matrix, therefore. it
 enjoys the operational 
speed advantage and s
imple circuitry. 
(2) It does not propagate
 error effects to mo
re than (k-1) 
time units. 
(3) Its burst correcting 
capability can be mad
e better than 
other decoding algorit
hms. 
However, since the de
coding is performP.d 
n digits at a time, 
it cannot fully use t
he dfree as 
the probabilistic alg
orithm,conse-
quently, its random e
rror ~orrecting abili
ty is greatly impaire
d. 
Just as with block co
des, the error correc
ting capability for 
convolutional codes a
lso depends on the mi
nimum distance betwee
n 
codewords. Due to th
e semi-infinite natur
e of these codes, the
 
entire distance betwe
en codewords availabl
e from the encoder is
 
defined as free dista
nce, dfree , to
 distinguish it from 
the term 
minimum distances, dmin
, which is used in th
e same sense except t
hat 
it is a measure of th
e distance when alg~b
rai~ decoding is appl
ied. 
The d i is the usefu
l df w
hen the received sequ
ence is tr~'-
m n 
ree 
cated, therefore, d 1
 
m n 
<: d • free 
This is exactly why a
lgebraic 
decoders are inferior
 to probabilistic dec
oders in random error
 cor-
rections. Another im
portant consideration
 is that, just as with 
block codes, systema
tic encoding does not.
 in general. give op
timal 
d convolutional c
odes. This fact was 
first discovered by 
free 
Costello (1974).18 He haa 
been able to obtain b
ounds on dfree pe
r 
transmitted bit dfree for aeveral typea of convolutional cod ... na 
Fig. 2.3 il1uatratea four of the bounds which he obtained. It is 
clear that in almost any case a nonaystematic convolutional code 
will be a more powerful error corrector than a systematic code. 
I.Or---------------------~ 
---- -. -. ---- ------------1 
----------------t 
nonsystematic 
.6 
R 
.4 
.2 
.1 .2 .3 .4 .s 
Fig 2.3 Free distance bounds. lS 
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As will be discussed later, the major part of this work ia to 
develop an algorithm which allows a convolutional code to be decoded 
by two decodera, an algebraic decoder and a probabilistic decoder, 
interfaced together. In order to achieve maximum performance, an 
algebraic decoder that allows the decoding of nonayatematic codea ia 
deemed necessary, for otherwise its random error correcting capa-
bility will be aeverly limited. Unfortunately, no work haa been done 
in the development of algebraic decodinl for nonayatematic codea, 
except that Robert W. 80yd20 proposed an algorithm which ia capable 
'r 0; .... ., <'.,.. ,.' H1' •.. ; - ... ---- .. 
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of correcting ahort bursts of one block 10na. i •••• n bit.. In 
Chapter IV, this algorithm will be modifi.d and extended to exploit 
fully the error correcting capability of the codes us.d. A good cod. 
should b. able to behave llke an optimal B2 burst corrector, and it 
will be shown that this is indeed 80 for the .xamp1e (2,1), k • 7 
code. 
2.3 Sequential Encoding and Probabilistic Decodina 
Convolutional encoders can a180 be modeled as finite state 
machines and realized as such. This fact can easily b. seen from 
Fig. 2.4. As mention.d previously, for a convolutional cod~, the 
code block depends not only upon the present input bit but alao the 
previous k-l bits. Since there are 2k- l possible patterns for the 
previous k-l bit streams, we may regard a constraint k encoder as 
having k-l 2 states. The output of the encoder depends on both the 
present input bit and the present state of the machine, i.e. the 
encoder. In fact, convolutional codes are mainly application. of 
linear sequential circuits. Other applications of sequential cir-
cuits are much simpl~r. For instance, we may want to realize a 
aequential machine that gives us a prescribed output sequence for a 
certain input history; output sequences of other input paths are 
ignored as long as they do not interfere in the generation of the 
prescribed sequence. How~ver, for the en.::oding of convolutional 
code., we must consider all the possible input sequences, and the 
function of the machine is to map the input sequence. into the out-
put aequences in such a way that the minimum distance between any two 
output sequences be the maximum possible, a formidable task. 
28 
'lberefore, the present methods of finding "good codes" or "good 
machines" is limited to being empirical and analytical. No synthesis 
procedure has been developed yet. This is the major difference 
between the application of linear sequential circuits to convolu-
tional codes and to other purposes. Until more is known about the 
characteriatics of the finite state machines and the structure proper-
ties of their output sequences, there probably will not be an impor-
tant breakthrough. 
lbe decoding of convolutional codes amounts to n~thing more than 
the recovery of the input sequence from the knowledge of the received 
sequence. The received sequence is the output sequence contaminated 
by noises during transmissi<n or by erasures during storage. Like 
block codes, the optimal decoding rule is to map the received se-
quence to the most likely source sequence. However, because the 
received sequence is ~;~mi-infinitly long, it is r.ot practical to 
wait until the entire sequence is received before decoding. If this 
were done, the amount of storage and number of computations required 
would be beyond our imagination. Fortunately, convolutional codes 
are not randomly chosen block codes with arbitrary block length; 
they are recurrent codes. The complexity of convolutional codes 
depend on their constraint length k . For an 1 - code, the encoder 
n 
k-l has 2 states, and the total possible output patterns are for 
binary inputs. Thus, intuition tells us that the additional error 
probability caused by considering truncated received sequences for 
HLD (maximum likelihood decoding) should be decreasing exponentially 
with increasing truncation length--this i8 exactly so. Forney22 
used random coding arguments to show that on the average, a 
,. 
~ 
, 
f 
j. 
I 
i 
I 
!. 
truncation length of about 5(k-l) bit. will resu
lt in an additional 
error probability that i. comparable to t
he HLD error probability. 
Hemmati and C08tell023 derived an upper b
ound and a formula to calcu-
late the bit error probability due to tru
ncation of the received 
sequence for MLD. They found that, at le
ast for low values of P, 
if the received s~quence is truncated to len
gth T 8uch that ~ > 
dfree , the tr
uncation error probability will. be insign
ificant com-
pared to the MLD error probability, where
 dT is the 
minimum distance 
between the correct sequence and all othe
r possible sequence8 at 
length T. Noraally, T is only a few t
ime. the encoder's con-
straint length k. 
The sequential or finite state machine fo
rmulation of the convo-
lut1.onal codes can best be illustrated wi
th an example. Suppose a 
rate ! code 1s to be implemented with the circuit s
hown in Fig. 2.4. 
n 
x 
Fig. 2.4 A particular (2,1). k • 3 convolutional en
coder. 
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• • 30 This i. obVioua1y a aequentia1 circuit; therefore. a atate 
diagraa can be developed to depict the encoding action. The diagram 
on .he right. cailed the t re11i. diagram. i. ".entiol1y the .... 
thing as the state dIagram, Fig. 2.5. 
0/00 • 
v 0/00 ~ 
, 
, 1/11 a , a , 
a 00 
a ... 
1/00 '" ~;~";V;J b 10 
... 0/01 '~1/01 c ~r 01 c ... I 
d '. ~ 
... 
1/10 11 1110 d 
Fi,. 2.5 S(ate diagram and trellis diagram • 
• 
outputs of every Possible state for all Possible inputs. With 
The info ..... tion on '.hese diagr .... c.rries the next st.tea and the 
either of the .bove di.gr.... the Code is completely defined. For 
inatance. if l' (0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 001 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 ••• ). 
then the encoded aequence Y Would be (0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
o 0 101 1 1 1 0 1 0 100 1 0 1 1 1 1 010 100 101 100 .•. ). ~) 
Prom the nicely structured st.te di.gram and tre11i. diagram 
we can see that the convolutional encoders ace not only •• q
ue
ntia1 
mathine •• but very .pecia1 typea .~.eq .. nti.1 machine.. Therefore 
the study of convolutional COde. i. restricted to [he .tudy of a 
.ube1 .. 
s 
of the "quentia1 machine. in general. This is also why 
f" 
" 
l~ , 
! , 
.1 : 
i 
, 
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convolutional encoders C3n always be realized with shift registers of 
finite stages and some "EXCLUSIVE OR's". 
As mentioned earlier, the optimal decoding rule is to map the 
received sequence to the most likely source sequence, i.e. maximum 
likelihood decoding. This is the basic principle underlying all 
decoding methods; it applies to block codes as well as convolutional 
codes. For linear block codes, MLD ~implifies to the mapping of the 
received vector to the code vector which differs from it in the least 
number of places among all othpT vectors in the code space. Though 
convolutional codes can be treated the same way as linear block codes 
by truncating the received sequence into short blocks of a fixed 
number of bits, i.e. algebraic decoding, their semi-infinite block 
length advantage would be greatly sacrificed. On the other hand, if 
the entire length of the received sequence be considered before a 
decision is made, the complexity of decoder and time consumed would 
be astronomically high. 
A radical tnnovation, which alleviated this problem was the 
proposal of the algorithm called "sequential decoding" by Wozencraft 
(1951).24 The algorithm was subsequently refined by Reiffen 1S and 
Fano. 16 
The basic idea of sequential decoding can be illustrated using 
the tree diagram which is simply another form of the trellis diagram 
or the state diagram. The tree structure can be extended indefi-
nitely to the right; however, it repeats itself after k levels due 
to the recurrent nature of the code. t There are 2 branches stemming 
from each IDl)de for an (n,1) code. 
00 
o 
® 
1 11 
Fig. 2.6 Tree diagram. 
With the old of the tree diaars., .1Icodina is 8i""ly • tractn. 
of the t .... brsnch •• ba'.d UPon the .ource •• quene •• nd deeodina 
b.eo .... s .... "" .... d proc.du,.. of .... tr.cing the t ..... branch •• a<cordin. 
to the infor ... uon .-ontsin.d in the recet"d .equenc.. Sine. the ... 
sr. only It branches .t .... in8 frum esch nod., only 2' sIternaUoll, 
h. v. t
o 
be dec I dod upon at .ach d. cod in8 ope rat Ion. Th is 10 equtva-
lent to tn'ncating the rece{V.d seq""n« into the ahort •• t block. 
pO •• iblo snd decoding each block algebraically ACCordillg to the MlJl 
rUle; th.r.fo .. , a tremendous smount of work can b ..... d. lntuiti"" 
t.u. u. '-distely ths' the ,werdl decodlna .. ror would b. far 
from °PUmal due to the trnncAtlon or the "'C'et..d .eq ... nc. to aueh 
short blocks. The ..., ... dy Is to allow the decoder to look back .. 
d'.pl
y 
•• eire_tane •• require to retrace other l'OUI8 If the .ec ..... 
mula ted • rro r. CO""i tt." ~\' the pre •• 11 t pa th v 10 I. t.d a cort dn 
running 'hre.hold. During the .e.rchb.,ok period, in".mln8 dot .... , 
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by Viterbi. 25 If all the possible paths have to be saved and 
decision making has to be postponed indefinitely, this algorithm would 
have no advantage at all, because the entire semi-infinite sequence 
would be treated as one whole block. However, the objective is to 
find the path that correlates best with the received sequence. It 
can be shown26 that among the 21 paths entering each state at each 
level, only one path, i.e. the path that correlates best with the 
received sequence up to that stage, can be a possible candidate for 
the overall maximum likelihood path; the rest of the paths can be 
discarded. This will leave only 2k paths, called the survivor paths, 
to be considered as decoding progresses along the trellis diagram. 
Furthermore, as mentioned earlier in this section, if a decision is 
made after 5(k-l) stages have progressed, the additional error 
probability due to truncation will be comparable to the MLD error 
probability and even less significant if the received sequence is 
truncated to length T so that ~ '> dfree • Since the Viterbi
 
algorithm does not involve searchbacks, buffer overflows do not occur 
and full channel capacity can be utilized. For these reasons, this 
algorithm is regarded as having truly maximum likelihood and as being 
optimal for the decoding of convolutional codes. The price paid for 
this optimality is the complexity uf the hardw~,e which grows expo-
nentially with constraint length or linearly with the number of 
internal states. However, if the cons traint length is limited to le88 
than 10 stages, the hardware complexity will not grow beyond realiza-
bility. An additional advantage 16 that Viterbi decocHl\1J i8 performed 
in real time, on a bit-by-bit basis; therefore, an inp:,.t buffer 18 not 
3S 
required. This is the algorithm intended to be used a. part of the 
hybrid .yatem and receives considerable attention in the next chapter 
where its buret error correcting capability will be discussed in 
detail. 
Details of the two probabilistic decoding algorithms discussed 
above can be found from references 15, 16, 25, 24, 27 28,and 29. 
2.4 SReet.!! ~~ ~ ~ Errors 
So far the discussiona about error-correcting capabilities of 
convolutional codes have been restricted to their applications to 
DMC8, i.e. channels containing random errors only. The free dietance 
proposed by COBtello18 as a measure of the random-error-correcting 
capability of a code does not apply directly to its burst-error-
correcting capability. Codes suitable for some special burst error 
Detterns are designed at the sacrifice of their random-error-
correcting capabilities and are thus not generally optimal. 
8urst-~rror-correctlng convolutional codes are divided into types 
81 and 82, nUl definitions can be found in Shu-Un's Ml !atroducUon 
., 1 12 Error-correctin..s Cod~!i'- Chapter U. 
All the burst-error-correcting codes work well only when the 
channel is segmented with error-free intervals which are called guard 
apaces. This is why their applications are severly limited. A type 
81 code 1s c4pable of correcting a burst (If length L. Le. L burat-
error correcting code. provided that an error-free guard space of 
nk-l digits is given. A type B2 code 18 (~apable of correcting a 
burat of length L· An t Le. I. phased-bul"'St-error-correcUna code. 
provided that a clean guard space of n(k-l) digits is given. Since a 
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burst of length (A-l)n+l can at most affect A consecutive blocks, 
a type B2 code with phased-errar-correcting capability L. An can 
be regarded as a type Bl code with burst-error-correcUng capability 
L' • (A-l)n+l. As L becomes large (for fixed n) the error-cor-
recUng capability between the two becomes very close. Since the 
B2 codes, due to the additional restriction, are easier to analyze, 
and their performances are not very much different from the Bl codes, 
most previous studies were conducted in this area. Lower bounds on 
the length of the guard space required for fixed L were established 
by Wyner and Ash. 30 This bound states that for a type B2 (n,k) 
code, the constraint length k must satisfy the following inequality: 
or equivalently, 
k > n + R. 
n - ~ 
n(k-l) 
n - t 
A + 1 
( ).n) 
where n(k-l) is the guard space and L· An , the phased-burst-error 
n + t 
correcting capability Therefore, (guard space required) ! ~ x (burst length). An optimal B2 code is a code that satisfies the above 
equation with equality. It C!U\ be seen that according to the Wyner-
Ash bound. the ratio of guard space length to maximum burst length is 
n + 2-exactly ~ for an optimal B2 burst-error-correcting convolutional n - II. 
code. 
The first burst-error correcting convolutional code was intro-
duced by Hagelbarger (1959)31. it was later refined by Peterson [196l]~2 
Iwadare (1968)33 discovered two classes of type 81 codes which reqUire 
31 
much shorter guard space than the corresponding Ha8elbarger codes. 
30 Type 82 codes were first studied by Wyner and Ash (1963). They a180 
found some optimal 82 codes; these are (n,n-l) codes for n • 2. 3, 
and 4. 3 .. Subsequently. 8erlekamp [1964] formulated a seneral pro-
cedure to construct optimal 82 (n.n-l) codes for any n. Altho~ 
the burst-error-correcting capabilities of th_se optimal 82 codes are 
attractive. it is important to realize that these al~ codes specially 
designed for burst error correction; in general their random-error-
correcting capabilities are greatly reduced. 
Codes for both burst and random errors do exist; for instance. 
the diffuse code and the Gallager's adapUw decoding sdleme; however. 
the former 1s a systematic orthogonlt1hable code and the latter is 
applicable only to systematic orthogonali&able codes. None of the& 
is optimal in burst and/or random t'!rror cOl'reetion. 
Special techniques such as interladng or conc~'t(>n~Uon :Ire not 
desirable b~cause they either achieve a burst-error-cort"l"cting capa-
bility at the sacrifice of randl1m-{>n'\.1r-~:lpt,biHty l.'r intnlduce rate! 
loss by using two cod~s, one inside lilt' l.)tlwr. Furthennore, it is 
random and burst errors. 
corrector~ than block codett. 
(2) The best d~coding lllgorlthm fllr convlliut h~'Ull c~)d(!s is tht! 
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(3) The performance of the Viterbi decoder for channels with 
burst errors or with both random and burst errors is largely unknown. 
An original study is deemed necessary and will be the main efforts of 
the next chapter. 
(4) Good convolutional codes are those with large free distance; 
therefore, they are not likely to be systematic codes. 
(5) Algebraic decoders truncate the received sequences into 
short blocks; thus much of the random error correcting capabilities 
of the convolutional codes are not used. However, they provide 
better control over burst errors. Since all the known algebraic 
decoding algorithms are designed for systematic codes, an algebraic 
decoder for nonsystematic codes must be developed. This will be the 
topic of Chapter IV. 
(6) Special codes designed for strictly burst channels do 
exist; however. they are not suitable for random errors. 
(7) Special techniques for correcting combinations of burst 
errors and random errors are also available, but they either intro-
duce rate loss--for instance, concatenation--or reduce the random 
error capabilities of the codes, for instance interlacing. There-
fore, these techniques will be excluded from further consideration 
other than for possible additional protection, over the hybrid systems • 
. , ' 
-'I" , ":.. ~ ~ 
i~ _ . 
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CHAPTER III 
PERFORMANCE OF THE VITERBI DECODING 
ALGORITHM FOR COMPOUND CHANNELS 
3.1 Introduction 
As mentioned in the last chapter, the random-error-correcting 
capability of the Vitetbi decoding algorithm is largely unknown. 
EXisting work in this area is quite limited. Viterbi decoders are 
generally very good for random error channels but are not as efficient 
for burst errors; 35 such error patterns result in burs ta of errors 
from the Viterbi decoder of approximately 10 to 20 bits, depending on 
the decoder constraint length and the encoder used. 36 
Uore recent studies have reported the performance through analyt-
ical statements and computer simulations of short constraint length 
convolutional codes with binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation 
and Viterbi decoding for communication channels with classical Kician 
Fading. 36 Analytical predictions of performance of convolutional 
codes have also been derived for bursty channels;37 however, inter-
leaVing was used prior to Viterbi decoding. This is more like a study 
of the potential burst-correcting capability of the codes rather than 
the performance of the decoding algorithm. Interleaving tends to 
improve the burst-correcting capability at the sacrifice of the 
random-error-correcting capability for a particular code. As 
mentioned earlier, physical channels in nature do consist of both 
types of errors. It would make more sense if method. of evaluating 
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the performance of the Viterbi decoders over channels with various 
degree of memory could be constructed. 
Normally, compound channels are difficult to analyze although 
performance may be characterized through statistical simulation of 
various encoders and decoders for compound channels with various 
ratios of burst to random error statistics. 
The following sections present the method and the results of a 
computer simulation investigation of the performance of Viterbi 
decoders when receiving data corrupted with burst and random errors 
on the same channel, the compound channel. 
3.2 Method E!. Study .!rut !2!!. Prel1minaTY Findings 
Five encoders were modeled (see Table 3.1) ranging from a con-
straint length of 3 to 7 and free distance of 5 to 10. Two decoder 
constraint lengths were utilized and overall channel statistics of 
10-3 , 10-2 , 10-1 bit error rates were simulated. The burst errors 
were inserted at random within the random error stream and burst 
lengths of 2, 3, 4, and 5 or more bits were randomly distributed 
through the data with appropriately varying statistics. 
A comprehensive set of computer simulations for Viterbi deco-
ders with random and bursty error input. was generated. The complex 
channels were simulated using a random number generator as were the 
source sequences. Although convolutional codes are linear group 
codes and their properties will be invariant if the all zero 
sequence 1s used, for asthetics and for detecting any nonlineari-
ties which might occur in the hybrid decoding algorithm, the use of 
randomly generated source sequences seems more preferable. 
DECODER TYPE 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
TABLE 3.1 
TYPES OF DECODERS INVESTIGATED 
K V 
3 2 
4 2 
5 2 
6 2 
7 2 
HOOKUP VECTOR 
00007 
00005 
00017 
00015 
00020 
00032 
00075 
00053 
00171 
00133 
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The computer simulation of the Viterbi decoding algorithm can 
best be explained with an example, using hand calculation.. In the 
1 following illustrationa, the rate 2' K • 3 code discussed in 
Sec. 2.3 will be considered again. This encoder is rather simple in 
form and short in constraint length (hence limited in error correction 
capability) but allows a demonstration of the type of error output 
sequences which occur from decoders using the Viterbi decoding 
algorithm. 1 The encoder is a constraint length 3, rate 2 encoder 
shown in Fig. 3.1. A typical input data sequence and coded output 
sequence is shown in Fig. 3.2. This code has a d" 
~ree 
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of 5 and is 
typically capable of correcting two bit error patterns in a received 
sequence 6 bits long. 
3.2,,1 .. , Decoder Operation: 
\. I. ! 
""'A periodic section of the trellis diagram for this code is shown 
in Fig. 3.3. This code has 4 states (2k- l • 23- 1 • 22 • 4) , these 
states with the corresponding outputs and transactions constitute 
the periodic section of the tr~llis diagram. 
On a sse, errors which transform a channel code symbol 0 to 1 or 
1 to 0 are assumed to occur independently from 8ymbol to symbol with 
probability p. If all input (message) s~quences are equally likely, 
the decoder which minimizes the overall error probabil1 ty for any 
code, block or convolutional, is one which examines the error-
corrupted received sequence Yl' y~, •.• Yj ••• &ld chooses the data 
sequence corresponding to the transmitted code sequence Xl' X~, ••• 
Xj ••• which is closest to the received sequence in the sense of 
Hamming dist&\ce. that is, the transmitted sequence which differs 
" 
Date Sequence 
••• x 3x2x1 
Data Sequence Input 
Data Sequence Output 
Y11' Y12 , Y13, 
Y21 Y22 Y23 
Xl' X2 ' X3 ' 
Y11Y21 , Y12Y22'YI3Y23'··· 
Where Yu - xi + x i _1 +Yi - 2 
Y21 - xi + xi _2 
Figure 3.1 Convolutional encoder (k-3) 
Input Data Sequence o 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 ••• 
Coded Output Sequence 00 00 11 10 00 01 01 00 10 00 10 11 11 01 01 00 ••• 
Figure 3.2 Input and output data sequences ~ w 
. 
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'-".",/ 
.r;; 
• 
State Sur~Jivor 
?atl: Ver:tors 
~, 
a a 
b b 
c 
c 
d d 
Fig. 3.3 Periodic portion of trellis diagram. 
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Fig. 3.4 Illustrdt.ive diagram of decoder operation elements. 
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from the received sequence 
in the minimum number of sy
mbols. 
Referring first to the tree
 diagram of the coder. this
 implies 
that the path in the tree w
hose code sequence diffe~s 
is the minimum 
number of symbols from the 
received se~uence should be
 chosen. 
However, recognizing that t
he transmitted code branche
s merge con-
tinually, the choice may be
 equally limited to the pos
sible paths 
in the trellis diagram. Ex
amination of this diagram in
dicate& that 
it is unne~essary to consid
er the entire received sequ
ence (which 
conceivably could be thousa
nds or millions of symbols 
in length) at 
the same time, deciding upo
n the most likely (minimum distan
ce) trans-
mitted sequence. In partic
ular, immediately after the
 third branch, 
which of the two paths lead
ing to node or state a is m
ore likely to 
have been sent can be deter
mined. For example, if 010
001 is received, 
it is clear that this is at
 distance 2 from 000000 wh
ile it is at 
distance 3 from 111011; con
sequently, the lower path i
nto node a may 
be excluded. For no matter
 what the subsequent receiv
ed symbols will 
be, they will affect the di
stances only over subsequen
t branches after 
these two paths have merged
 and in exactly the same wa
y. The same 
can be said for pairs of pa
ths merging at the other th
ree nodes after 
the third branch. The minim
um distance path of the two
 paths merging 
at a given node 1I7ill be ref
erred to as the "sur:vivor".
 Thus it is 
necessary only to remember 
which was the minimum dis ta
nce path from 
the received sequence (or survivo
r) at each node, as well as the v
alue 
of that minimum distance. 
This is necessary because a
t the next node 
level, the two branches mer
ging at each node level mus
t be compared 
to determine which were su,
vivors at the previous lev
el for different 
, 'J' '11(,'" " ' , ",. r 
,- '., ". ' 
, ", ~:,: k.,J 
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nodes. For example. the comparison at node a after the fourth branch 
is between the survivors of comparisons at nodes a and c after the 
third branch. Thus, if the received sequence over the first four 
bran-:hes is 01000111, the survivor at tile third node level for node a 
is 000000 with distance 2 and at node c it 1s 110101 also with dia-
tance 2. In going from the third node level to the fourth, the 
~~ceived sequence agrees precisely with the survivor from c but has 
distance 2 from the survivor from a. Hence the surviovor at node a 
~ f the fourth level is the data sequence 1100 which produced the code 
sequence 11010111 which is at (minimum) distaucp. 2 from the received 
sequence. 
In this way, it is possible to proceed through the received 
sequence and at each step for ea,~h state preserve one surviving path 
and its distance from the rece! ved scquen(.~e, which is more generally 
called metric. The only diffIculty whidl may arise is the p~8sibility 
that in a given comparison between merging paths. th .... distances or 
metrles may be Id"mtil'lll. Then one may simply flip a coin as is done 
for blol:k codewords at equal distances from th~ rel'cived sequence. 
For even if both of the equally valid contenders are per8erv\~d. 
further rt~ceived symbols would affect both mt'trics in exactly the same 
Way and thus not further influence the choh~(!. 
The internal operations of the dl~cod('r huve bl'cn shown in the 
following examples. At tht> bot tom of each llf the examples the equi va-
lent input and output L'rror seqUt"l,','S h.we bt.!~11 shown. The ;lrrows 
ind!catt.''! thl! output digH thl' dl'('oder wlll .qdl'ct fln" a buffer memory 
of q digits. Fig. 3.4 illustratt's the mllke up of the block of 
- , ~ ,";i . ,I , .,' :, .. '1 ..... . 0 \< 1 . '. ':T~' ~ t". ~~. '~ .. . __ • _~~ A __ " ",' ,... '.' ",,' 1, 
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operations and memories used in each decision step of the decoder. 
For the k. 3 rate • 1/2 encoder there are 4 survivor paths 
and 4 metrics to remember. For the k· 1 rate • 1/2 encoder there 
are 64 survivor paths and 64 metrics to remeuber. Thus, simulation 
of the k. 1 rate· 1/2 encoder will be considerably more involved 
than it would be for a k· 3 rate - 1/2 encoder. 
Immediate ~sults from this short constraint length code can be 
summarized as follows: 
1. Viterbi decoder constraint lengths DCL (decoder buffer 
memory storage capability in bits) is an important parame-
ter relJlting to performance. In general. the ratio of 
error clusters to decoder constraint length i~ directly 
proportional to unsatisfactory performance. In the example 
presented in Section 3.2.1. it is clearly evident that 
nlthough a buffer memory of 6 performs well for random 
errors. where it is very unlikely f~'r 2 or more errors to 
occur within a space of a fE'w bits of dlltu, it produces 
a very poor performance for burAty error situations 8U(,.h 
as 2. 3, 4. or 5 errOl'R confined within a short span of 
data. In fl\l.~t, illcreaRing the nCL to 9 results in much 
better pt:!rfllrtnallce. Thh is to l'Ie t·xpected. but the quea-
t hmll are whnt is the rt'lntionship for longer constraint 
length codes anci ",'here is the point of lim! ting returns? 
2. Shl'lrt 81>n"" of error» oflm\ produce more errors than a 
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slightly longer span of errors; consider the 3 error case versus the 4 error case in the example. 3. If a DCL is too short, the error pattern of the output stream is very different from the error pattern of input data stream. In particular the delay in the decoder allows errors in the output stream to occur in bits well before the actual errors which occurred in the original data stream. This phenomena can be very bothersome to the synchronizer pattern detector of a communication system and can result in synch lock loss which results in large data losses. 39 
4. Studies to date do not address the above questions. S. Once a Viterbi decoder is forced to restart decoding due to a situation such as synch loss which creates a large state metric error within the decoder, the first 3 to 4 constraint lengths of data will be unreliable due to the unknown encoder starting state. 35 
6. Random error studies have shown that errors from a Viterbi decoder do tend to occur in short bursts of 10 to 20 bits 25 which could easily create either false synch loss or uncor-rectable error patterns in the data identification words of a communication system. 39 
7. Decoder synchronization must take place if the decoder loses its reference as to which incoming pair of bits constitutes a code sequence pair. This synchronization process usually takes from four to five constraint lengths 
------~== 'U 51 91 
Decoding With 3 Errors Using Buffer ~ry 9 and 6 
DA~ INPUT ••• 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 CODE SEQUENCE.. 00 11 10 00 01 01 00 10 00 10 11 11 01 01 00 10 11 11 01 01 00 10 11 00 00 RECEIVED SEQUDCE. 00 11 10 00 01 01 00 11 01 11 11 11 01 01 00 10 11 11 01 01 00 10 11 00 00 Starting with Last Correct Sequence Received 
~ 
a :--; 00 01 01 10 
b '--- 00 01 01 10 
c 00000011 
d 00000011 
~ 
roi11 01 00 10 
-0'11 01 10 00 
o 11 01 10 01 
o 11 01 10 01 
00 I ~ o 0 00 00 01 10 1 0 0 00 10 II 00 
o 3 0 00 10 11 01 
1 0 00 10 11 01 
111~ o L~JI0 11 00 10 1 1 10 11 00 10 
o 1 10 11 00 11 
1 1 10 11 00 01 
1~ I ~ o 3 0 01 01 10 10 
1 0 01 01 10 10 
o 0 01 01 10 11 
1 0 01 01 10 01 
011 ~ o UJOI 10 01 10 
1 1 01 10 01 10 
o 1 01 10 00 11 
1 1 01 10 01 01 
x 
01 I ~ o . 10 11 01 10 
1 0 10 11 01 00 
o 0 10 11 01 01 
1 0 10 11 01 01 
011 ~ I 0 [9jll 00 11 00 1 3 0 11 00 01 10 o 0 11 00 11 01 I 1 0 11 00 11 01 
x 
111~ o :)jOl 10 11 00 1 1 01 10 11 00 
o ,3 1 01 10 10 01 
1 3 1 01 10 10 01 
001 ~ o L ;10 01 10 00 
1 1 10 01 10 00 
o 1 10 00 11 01 
1 1 10 01 10 11 
11 
o~ 
1 ,.3) 
1~' 1~ 
~ 
mOO~WW 
100110000 
l00ll00m 
l00ll00~ 
111~ o 3 [~joo 11 01 00 1 0 00 11 01 00 
o 0 01 10 00 01 
1 0 01 10 00 01 
11 @ . ~. 10 1-~ o I !.Q.:Ol 10 10 00 I 0 ~9]11 01 00 10 1 0 01 10 10 00 1 0 11 01 00 10 
o 0 01 10 10 01 I 0 0 11 01 00 11 1 0 01 10 10 01 1 0 11 01 00 11 
011 + 001 o C~!10 10 01 10 0 1 1 10 10 01 10 1 
o 1 10 10 01 11 0 
1 1 10 10 01 11 1 
DATA INPUT SEQUENCE ••• 
a. EQUIVALENT ElUlOR SEQUDCE • ~ ~ DATA OUTPUT SEQUEltCE ~ ~ EQUIVALERT ERROR SEQUENCE ~ -rp. USIBG BUFFER MM>RY 6: ~ ~ DA~ OUTPUT SEQUElJCE ••• 
'b~ ~~ 
. '?:~ 
o 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 100 1 101 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 
x x x 
010 1 101 1 0 0 0 1 
x x 
o 0 0 1 1 0 1 100 0 1 1 0 1 001 1 0 1 0 0 x x x 
Figure 3.5 
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OD 
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Lets Decode ODe Wi
th 4 errors Usiq 
Buffer He.ory 9 aa
d 6 (9 1adlcatecl) 
DAr! IRPOT: 0 1 0
.1 1 0 1 0 1 
0 0 1 1 0 1 0 
0 1 1 0 1 0 0
 0 0 
CODE S!Ql1ElICE: 00 11 10
 00 01 01 00 10 00 
10 11 11 01 01 00 10 11 11 01 01 00 10 11 00 00 
UClIV!D SEQUElICE: 00
 11 10 00 01 01 00 
IJ ft 00 11 11 01 01 00 10 11 
11 01 01 00 10 11 0
0 00 
We St.~t With Laat 
Conec:t Sequeru:e R
ec:eived 
+ 
• :~~oo 01 01 10 
b 00 01 01 10 
c 00000011 
Ii 00000011 
+ fO;ll 01 10 10 
"Cr 11 01 00 00 
o 11 01 00 01 
o 11 01 00 01 
+ 
:0":00 01 10 10 
"0' 00 11 00 00 
o 00 11 00 01 
o 00 11 00 01 
001+ o 0
 00 00 01 10 
1 0 00 10 11 00
 I 0 0 00 10 11 01 
I 1 0 00 10 11 01 
111+ I 0 [!jl0 10 00 10 1 1 10 10 00 10 
I 0 1 10 10 00
 11 
1 1 10 10 00 01 
111+ I 0 Lo:ioo 11 01 00 
, 
1 0 00 11 01 00
 
o 0 01 10 00 01
 
1 0 01 10 00 01 
1~ i + o 0 01 01 10 10 
o 000001100
 
o 0 01 01 10 11
 
1 0 01 01 10 11
 
~i+ I 0 0: 10 11 0
1 00 
o 0 10 11 01 10
 
o 0 10 11 01 11
 
I 1 0 10 11 01 11 
:01" I °XOI 10 10 00 1 1 01 10 10 00 
I 0 1 01 10 11 0
1 
1 1 01 10 11 01
 
011 + o L"!;OI 00 01 10 
1 1 01 00 01 10
 
o 1 01 00 00 11 
1 1 01 00 01 01 
011 + 001 + o ~~;10 00 II 00 I 0 Lfloo 01 10 00 
1 0 10 00 01 10 11 1 00 01 10 0
0 
O· 0 10 00 11 01
 0 1 00 00 11
 01 
1 0 10 00 11 01
 1 1 00 01 10 11 
011 + o ~"9.i 11 01 00 10 
1 0 11 01 00 10
 
o 0 11 01 00 II 
lOll 01 00 II
 
111+ ~ C~j~i i~ i~ : 
o 0 01 10 10 01
 
1 0 01 10 10 01
 
011 + o :~i"~10 10 01 10 
1 1 10 10 01 10 
o 1 10 10 01 11 
1 1 10 10 01 11
 
1~1 
1~1 
11 
+ 
:"1";01 00 II 00 
"1-01 00 11 00 
1 01 00 II 01 
1 01 00 11 01 
101 + o :.~ ~10 01 10 10 1 0 10 01 10 10 
o 0 10 01 10 11
 
1 0 10 01 10 11
 
111+ 001+ ~ ff: ~i gi : I ~ lfgi i~ ig :: 
o 1 00 11 01 01
 0 0 01 10 10
 01 
1 1 00 11 01 01 I 1 0 01 10 10 
01 
001 + 001 ~ ;:~'-1ii ~i ::: ~ 
o 0 11 01 00 01 0 
1 01101000
11 
DATA INPUT S~~~E..
. 0 101 1 010 
100 1 101 00 1
 1 0 1 00 
EQUIVALERl' EIUtOR SEQ..
 Jt Jt Jt J
t 
DATA OUTPUT SEQUma.. 0 1 0 
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 
0 Rote 10 bit dala
y 
EQUIVALElIIT EIUtOIt SEA,."lU
EliCE OUTPUT J
t 
USIRG BUFFE1t MIIIORY
 6~ 
DATA OUTPUT SEQUEMCE • 0
 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
 1 0 0 Rote 7 bit 
delay 
Equivalent Error 
Seql.tence Output 
Jt 
Plsure 3.6 
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Decoding With 5 Errors Using Buffer Memory 9 and 6 
DATA INPUT .•. 0 1 0 1 1 0 J 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Code Sequence. 00 11 lQ 00 01 01 00 10 00 10 11 11 01 01 00 10 11 11 01 01 00 10 11 00 00 
x x x x x Received Seq.. 00 11 10 00 01 01 00 11 01 11 10 11 00 01 00 10 11 11 01 01 00 10 11 00 00 
Starting With Last Correct Sequence Received: 
.. 00 6 .. 
a 
00 01 01 1. I OJ. 00 00 0110 I 1 ~ I + O~ J + 1~ I + 1~ J 
, 11)' 111' OIl' 01 0 + ;.~)oo 01 I. I. I 0 '.iiioo 11 ., 00 I 0 [0]01 10 10 00 I 0 , o 01 00 00 00 1 4 0 00 11 01 00 1 () 01 10 10 00 1 
I 
o 01 00 00 01 0 0 10 00 00 01 0 0 01 10 10 01 0 
o 01 00 00 01 1 0 10 00 00 01 1 0 01 10 10 01 1 
b 00 01 01 10 1 0 0 00 10 11 00 c 00 OC 00 11 o 3 0 00 10 11 01 d 00 00 00 11 1 0 00 10 11 01 
.. 
111' iO'll 01 00 10 i o Li:;l0 10 01 00 I o 11 01 10 00 1 1 10 11 00 10 o 11 01 10 01 o 1 10 11 00 01 o 11 01 10 01 : 1 J 1 10 11 00 01 
o 3 0 01 01 10 10 I0 !§;10 11 01 10 I0 ;~~}01 10 11 00 I0 
1 2 0 01 01 10 10 1 0 10 11 01 00 1 1 01 10 11 00 1 
o 0 01 01 10 11 0 0 10 11 01 01 0 1 01 10 10 01 0 
1 0 01 01 10 01 1 0 10 11 01 01 1 3 1 01 10 10 11 1 
~J+ ml+ 001+ wJ U Lilol 00 10 00 I 0 [9]10 01 00 00 I 0 L~ioo 10 00 00 I 0 1 1 01 00 10 00 1 0 11 00 01 10 1 1 00 10 00 00 1 
o 1 01 10 00 11 0 0 10 01 00 01 0 1 10 00 11 01 0 
1 1 01 10 01 01 I 1 0 10 01 00 01 1 1 00 10 00 11 1 
1""0 
DATA INPUT SEQUERcE ••• 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 
IrQUIVALERT EUOR SEQ ••• 
x x x x x DATA OUTPUT SEQUENCE ••• 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 IrQUIVALERT EIROR SEQ ••• X x USIIIG IIUFFER HEIOtY 6 •• 
.DATA CM:r!'PtJtt ••••••••••• 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 x x x 
Pigure 3.7 
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Decodina With 5 Errors Using Buffer Memory 9 and 6 
DATA INPUT ••• 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Code Sequence. 00 11 10 00 01 01 00 10 00 10 11 11 01 01 00 10 11 11 01 01 00 10 11 00 00 
x x x xX 
Received Seq.. 00 11 10 00 01 01 00 11 00 11 10 11 10 01 00 10 11 11 01 01 00 10 11 00 00 
Starti~1 ~th Last Correct Sequence Received: 
" a;- 100 01 01 10 
b·_JOO 01 01 10 
o 0 00 00 01 10 0 3 0 00 00 11 00 0 CO] 10 11 01 10 0 f.fJ 01 10 11 00 
1 0 0 00 00 01 10 1 0 01 01 10 10 1 0 00 01 10 00 1 1 01 10 11 00 
o 3 0 00 10 11 01 0 0 01 01 10 11 0 0 10 11 01 01 0 0 00 11 00 01 
x 1~1 
c 00000011 
d 00000011 
" [~J01 10 00 10 
o 11 01 10 00 
o 11 01 01 11 
o 11 01 01 11 
00 ,. \ 1~ " \00 " \1~ + \ 
1 3 0 00 10 11 01 1 0 01 01 10 11 1 0 10 11 01 01 1 1 01 10 10 11 
I 111 " \ ~ 1 + \ 011 + \ 00 1 + \ 101 
\ 
0 LO)l1 00 01 00 0 4 ;.ijOl 10 00 10 0 l~lll 00 01 00 0 [lJI0 00 10 00 0 
1  0 11 00 01 00 1 4 1 01 10 00 10 1 4 0 10 11 11 10 1 3 1 10 00 10 00 1 
o 3 1 10 11 00 01 0 3 1 01 01 11 11 0 0 11 00 01 01 0 1 01 11 11 01 0 
1 3 1 10 10 11 11 1 1 10 00 10 01 1 4) 0 11 00 01 01 1 1 01 11 11 01 1 
11 L~~11 11 10 10 \ 1 00 01 00 00 o 3 ;iju 11 01 00 I 111+ 1 1 11 11 01 00 \ 
1 00 01 00 01 
o 11 11 10 11 
o 0 00 10 00 01 
1 6 0 00 10 00 01 
DATA INPUT SEQUENCE ••• 0 1 0 1 
EQUIVALENT ERROR SEQ •• 
DATA OUTPUT SEQUENCE •• 0 1 0 0 
EQUIVALENT ERROR SEQ •• x 
USIBG BUFFER MEl«>RY 6. 
DATA oUTPUT SEQUENCE •• 0 0 0 1 
x 
1 
1 
1 
1 3 1 11 10 10 00 1 1 11 01 00 10 1 1 10 10 01 10 
o L(11 10 10 00 \ 0 6 )J11 01 00 10 0 Clj10 10 01 10 \ 11 \ + 01 + \ 01\ + 
o 6 1 11 10 10 01 0 1 11 01 00 11 0 1 10 10 01 11 
1 1 11 10 10 01 1 3 1 11 01 00 11 1 1 10 10 01 11 
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 
0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 
x x x x 
0 1 0 1 1 1 1 
x x 
1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 
x x x x x 
Figure 3.8 
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of received signals; of course, during this time the output 
is highly unreliable data. 
3.3 Results ~ Findings ~ C0!puter Simulations 
Computer simulations of Viterbi decoders exhibiting input data 
with both random and bursty error patterns are summarized in this 
section. The data runs were made for three Nominal Error Probabili-
ties, 10%, 1%, 0.1%, with the burst error percentages composing half 
the total percentage. Bursts were spread over various ranges with 
lengths 1, 2,' 3, 4, and 5 or more with varying percentages of the 
total error percentage. 
Fig. 3.9 shows a typical print out for a data run with the 
statistics that were compiled. 
Data runs were made for both 2000 word strings and 200 word 
strings to determine if significant differences might be encountered, 
thereby implying that a 2000 word string might not be long enough. 
Two decoder constraint lengths were used to ascertain the effects of 
this parameter and five encoder constraint lengths were used to 
determine whether longer encoders achieved better performance than 
short encoders. The channel error statistics used were rather noisy, 
-1 -3 
varying from error rates of 10 to 10 bit error rates. These 
rates allowed shorter computer runs while the performance chacter-
istics were still indicated. 
Table 3.1 illustrates the type of decoders modeled with the type 
E being comparable to the Viterbi decoder being used with the Space 
Shuttle Communication System. 39 
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Figure 3.9 Typical printout of the simulation 
program - Viterbi decoder 
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Figure 3.9 (cont. ) Typical printout of the simulation program - Viterbi decoder 
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Table 3.2 lists the parameters varied for each type of decoder 
and Table 3.3 lists the param:'ers tabulated for each data run. 
Some parameters have been summarized by tables to facilitate 
discussion and to illustrate the performance of these decoders. In 
Table 3.4 the overall probability of error with coding is compared to 
the overall probability of error without coding by ratiu. These num-
bers should be interpreted in the following manner. If t~e coding has 
helped the system, then the output error probability should lower 
the error probability without coding. Thus, in the extremes the ideal 
ratio is 0.0 and the worst ratio approaches • with a ratio of 1.0 
indicating that no help is indicated by coding. 
The statistics in Table 3.4 can be somewhat misleading if one 
does not realize that these are overall statistics which do not reflect 
the reduction of the number of errors in words (if any). In Table 3.5 
a comparison of the reduction in the number of errors in words is 
presented. 
A feeling for the benefits obtained may be gained if one realizes 
that the output of the Viterbi decoder may be corrected further. For 
instance, the Space Shuttle Digital Data Link will further decode some 
special data words, the synch words. 39 These words, being encoded in 
a triple error correcting code word, are capable of correcting all 
errors in a word of 3 bits or less. Thus, it should be determined 
whether the Viterbi decoder, even in the face of bursty errors, has 
reduced significantly the errors per word of 4 or more. Data in 
Table 3.5 indicate that for channels of 10-2 BER or less there is a 
good reduction of these words of 4 errors or more. The significance 
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of this lies in the synch-lock system of a communication system. The i J 
'...-communication system will lose lock and enter a probation or a search 
mode if more than 3 errors occur in a synch word. If the search 
mode is entered, data is lost by the frame and this results in con-
siderable data loss. 
The Viterbi decoder is rather unpredictable with respect to 
decoder size versus burst error performance as may be seen from 
Table 3.5 for the cases of decoders C, D, and E for 0.1% NEP. These 
decoders are longer than types A and B and in theory should do better 
in that they are capable of correcting more errors per word than A or 
B. However, when these decoders make mistakes, they take longer to 
re-establish the correct bath. 
The purpose of a hybrid decoding system is to add a "quick look" 
decoder which can spot burst errors and the error free space which 
comes after. The output of the "quick look" decoder may be used 
during the error free space to reset the Viterbi to a best guess path 
which should help to alleviate the disadvantage of the longer coders. 
Table 3.6 presents a summary of the error statistics for the 
2000 word simulation for nominal channel bit error rates of 10-2 and 
10- 3 • The actual channel error rate& were 1.5289 x 10-2 BER and 
-2 
.1078 x 10 BER. The decoded data output bit error rates are pre-
sen ted as well as the probability of x errors per word occurring for 
x • 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 or more errors per word. 
Conclusions to be drawn from these simulation runa are summa-
rhed below. 
1. -1 -2 The 2000 word simulations for SER of 10 and 10 seem 
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to be long enoush data runs for accurate results. The 
BER of 10-3 seems to be long enough with perhaps one or 
two cases that would be more reliable with longer data 
runs. 
2. The longer DCL decoders for the type C, 0 and E decoders 
are necessary for good performance by the decoders. This 
is reasonable when one considers a normal DCL of 4 to 5 
times the encoder constraint length. 
3. Error rate improvements of roughly an order of magnitude 
-3 
were typical for the 10 BER longer DCL decoders. 
4. The probability of words occurring in the decoded data 
stream that contained more than 3 errors (hence rendering 
a synch word unusable if the errors occurred in a syncll 
word) were rld'Jced significantly for the type E decoder 
using a DCL of 35 and BER of 10-3 • (Probability of four 
58 
errors or more before decoding was .6000% versus .050% after 
decoding.) 
5. The probability of words occurring in the decoded data 
stream that contained more than 2 errors (hence rendering 
a synch word incorrect and creating a possible loss of a 
frame of data due to false synch loss) was reduced from 
1.000 % to .~50% after decoding for the type E. OCL of 
35 decoder. 
6. Longer data runs are necessary for the type E decoder with 
OCL of 35 to ascertain that the results are not unique to 
this run. 
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7. For the same overall channel error rate, the relative 
order of magnitude of degradation varies from 10 to 100 
when the channel contains both random and burst errors 
as compared to the random only situation, Fig. 3.10-3.14. 
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TABLE 3.2 
PARAMETERS VARIED FOR EACH TYPE DECODER 
No. of Source Words: 2000. 200 
Total Nominal Error Probability 
in Simulation: 10%. 1%. 0.1% 
Decoder Constraint Len~th (DCL): 
TYPE DECODER DCL VARIATIONS 
r. 
A 9. 15 r I 
B 12, 20 
I 
;:; 
C 15. 25 
D 18. 30 
E 21. 35 
, ... 
, ' •• ! 10. 
TABLE 3.3 
PARAMETERS TABULATED FOR EACH TYPE DECODER 
A. hrror Statistics Actually Occurring in Error Vector During 
Simulation 
1. Number of Errors in a row: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or more 
61 
2. Error Probability in % in terms of frequency of occurrence 
3. Error Probability in % in terms of total number of bits 
4. Number of times a particular number of errors in a row 
occurred 
B. Error Statistics as They Occur in the Received Sequence Before Decoding 
1. Same as Al above 
2. Same as A2 above 
3. Same as A3 above 
4. Same as A4 above 
5. Number of errors per word I, 2, 3, 4. 5 or more 
6. Number of times a particular number of errors in a 
word occurred 
7. Error probability of item 6 in percent 
C. Error Statistics as They Occur 1n the Decoded Data Sequence 
Same Items 1 through 7 for B above. 
D. Improvement of the Channel Due to Coding - in Terms of Error 
Probability Per Bit 
1. 
2. 
Ratio of Error Prob. (with coding/without coding) 
[Note ideally the ratio of item 01 is 0.0) 
Oecreasin~ of Error Prob. (without coding/with coding) 
,.. ~ 
TABLE 3.4 
OVERALL CIL\NlfEL IMPROVEMENT RATIO VERSUS TYPE DECODER. DCL. NEP. NSW 
DECODER NOMINAL ERROR 
NO. OF SOURCE CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT. ~PllOB. OF ER.llOR WITH COD DIG ) 
TYPE ~ PROBABILITY ~NEPl WORDS ~NSW~ 
(PER BIT BASIS) (PROB. OF ERROR WITHOUT CODllIG) 
A 9 10% 
2000 .840089 
200 .849218 
A 9 1% 
2000 .448648 
200 .351064 
2000 .362319 
A 9 0.1% "'"200 .30000 
A 15 10% 
2000 .799468 
200 .826021 
2000 .277976 
A 15 1% 200 .308511 
A 15 0.1% 
2000 .231884 
200 .400000 
~O 2000 .900843 ~~ B 12 10% 
>'dO 
ToO .884518 
~~ B 12 1% 2000 .345427 200 .404255 
C"d ~~ 2000 .131884 
>0 B 12 0.1% "'"200 .50000 -:::~ 
~ 
-om 2000 
.814191 
B 20 10% 200 .835098 0\ N 
DECODER 
m.L DCL 
B 20 
B 20 
C 15 
C 15 
C 15 
C 25 
C 25 
c 25 
TABLE 3.4 
(Continued) 
OVERALL CHANNEL IMPROVFJolENT RATIO VERSUS TYPE DECODER. DCL, KEP. KSW 
NOMINAL ERROR NO. OF SOURCE CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT (PROB. OP ERROR WITH CODDIC) 
PROBABILITY (HEP) WORDS (KSW) (PER BIT BASIS) • (PROB. OP ERROR VITH CODING) 
2000 .239142 1% 200 .329787 
0.1% 2000 
.188406 
200 .500000 
2000 .941907 
10% 200 .9238533 
2000 ,603986 
1% 200 .478723 
2000 .666667 Cc 
0.1% 200 .700000 
'2j!t' gC') 
10% 
2000 .940754 ~! 
200 .937973 t-' .0 
t:::::,'"o 
1% 
2000 .599898 £$ 200 .478723 Jo-,;l ,~ ~::;; 
2000 .666667 
0.1% 200 .700000 
a-
w 
DECODER 
TYPE DCL 
D 18 
D 18 
D 18 
D 30 
D 30 
D 30 
E 21 
E 21 
TABLE 3.4 (Continued) OVERALL CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT RATIO VERSUS TYPE DECODER, DCL, REP, NSW 
NOMINAL ERROR NO. OF SOURCE CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT. (J.»ROB. OF ERROR WITH CODDfGl PROBABILITY (NEP~ WORDS (NSW) (PER BIT BASlSJ__ (1)>aOB. OF ERROR WITHOUT CODIlIG) 10% 2000 1.441064 200 1.345436 
1% 2000 
.812468 
""""2lSO 
.102128 
0.1% 2000 
.768116 200 
.500000 
10% 2000 1. 22341S 200 1.222390 
1% 2000 
.15846 2'00 
.110213 
2000 
.00000 0.1% 200 
.00000 
10% 2000 1.705632 200 1.795260 
1% 2000 
.743996 200 
.712766 
~ <y,..-' -'-:' ~-
I;...,....... 
CJ\ 
• 
DECX>DER 
TYPE 
E 
E 
E 
E 
_.~.:'""_~.~ti: .. " .. ~1#f-
DCL 
21 
35 
35 
35 
TABLE 3.4 
(CORTDmED) 
OVERALL CIIAlOIEL tMPJlOVEHENT RATIO VERSUS TYPE DECODER, DCL. lIEP, lIISW 
1IOMINAL EIUlOIl 
PROBABILITf (NIP) 
0.1% 
10% 
1% 
0.1% 
10. OR SOURCE 
WRDS (lIISW) 
2000 
200 
2000 
200 
2000 
200 
2000 
-roo 
CIWIlIIEL DIPIlOVF.MERT (noB. OF EIlI01l WITH CODDIG) 
(PER BIT BASIS) -(PRDB. OF EIUlOJl. WIiiIOOT CbDIIG) 
.855072 
1.100000 
1.452056 
1.654049 
.106285 
.106383 
.086951 
.500000 
'" VI 
f!'>:~v ... ltI',,~·'·:,_~,4-"f."~~" ,,;or;. : •• ~-:..;.,.: -,. ....... -.;. ~ . ..,," lI?t~...,.,. ":'"~"a<+1-~~ '(";;- .. ""~t~ 1I'J."t. !II ..... 1'" ¥*:~.;. '_,.. .. '" "'-'-'~;;~,~.:~_-:~_..r.:'~-. .. ~..,: ..v '_!.oJ.. ",_". "~.;. ~"""'.'! .... ~4,.~~'~~">:oo,;~,.i~~,.;,.~ .::.....:.:,.;.-'.:~_.: .... -'-.=., .. 
r J , ; 
tj .. , "'.. . ". 11"- .~ 
r I 
:J 
tJ 
~ .1 
TABLE 3.5 
WORD ERROR RATE IMPROVEMENT VERSUS TYPE DECODER - HEP - 10% - 2000 WORD SIMULATION 
NO. OF WORDS IN ERROR AFTER. DECODING 
NO. OF WORDS DECODER TYPE: A B C D E 
ERRORS/WORD RECEIVED IN ERROR l)CL: ! 15 12 20 15 25 18 30 21 35 
0 1 92 163 135 318 151 151 69 203 71 232 
1 14 191 243 138 190 116 119 52 82 44 67 
2 21 230 235 213 228 174 168 70 130 68 88 
3 35 274 241 233 232 187 192 116 110 86 113 
4 57 277 215 241 224 257 256 126 190 103 124 
5 or more 1872 936 903 1040 908 1115 1114 1567 1285 16281376 
WORD ERROR RATE IMPROVEMENT VERSUS TYPE DECODER - HEP - 1% - 2000 WORD SIMULATION 
o 1117 1696 1792 1773 1858 1735 1735 1694 1956 1729 1964 
1 397 213 161 150 80 123 123 114 11 94 13 
2 210 64 31 56 47 30 31 65 11 75 7 
3 129 13 5 12 6 51 53 54 4 40 6 
4 61 11 3 6 4 54 51 29 4 13 4 
5 or more 86 3 2 3 5 7 7 44 14 49 6 
WORD ERROR RATE IMPROVEMENT VERSUS TYPE DECODER - NEP - 0.1% - 2000 WORD SIMDLATIOR 
o 1933 1977 1984 1985 1988 1979 1979 1978 2000 1973 1999 
1 35 21 16 14 11 9 9 9 0 11 0 
2 12 2 0 1 1 5 5 7 0 9 0 
3 8 0000111020 
4 5 0000661020 
5 or .ore 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 3 1 0\ 0\ 
.-
TABLE 3.6 
ERJDR STATISTICS FOR 2000 WOlD SIMl1LATI05 FOR 1% ARD 0.1% DROR BATES 
ACTUAL DROR EIW>R PROB. PROB. OP VAJUOUS EIlIORS PER DECODED WID D PDCEII'l DECODER PROB. OF OF 
TYPE DCL REP RECEIVED SEQUENCE DECODED S!Q. 0 1 2 3 4 5 or .,re 
A 9 1% 1.5289% 
.68593% 84.7999 10.6500 3.2000 .6SOO .S5OO .1500 B 12 1% 1.5289% .5281 % 88.6499 7.5000 2.8000 .6000 .3000 .lSOO c IS 1% 1.5289% 
.9234 % 86.7499 6.1500 I.S00 2.SS00 2.7000 .3500 D 18 1% 1.5289% 1.2421 % 84.6999 5.7000 3.2SOO 2.7000 1.4S00 2.2000 E 21 1% 1.5289% 1.1375 % 86.4499 4.7000 3.7500 2.0000 .6S00 2.4SOO 
A 9 .1% .1078% ~0390 % 98.8499 1.0500 .1000 .0000 .0000 .0000 B 12 .1% .1078% 
.0250 % 99.2499 .7000 .0500 .0000 .0000 .0000 c IS .1% .1078% .07187 % 98.9499 .4500 .2500 .0SOO .3000 .0000 D 18 .1% .1078% 
.082812% 98.8999 .4SOO .3500 .OSOO .0500 .2000 E 21 .1% .1078% 
.09218 % 98.6499 .5500 .4500 .1000 .1000 .1500 
A IS 1% 1.5289% 
.4250 % 89.5999 8.0500 1.8500 .2500 .IS00 .1000 B 20 1% 1. 289% 
.3656 % 92.9000 4.0000 2.3500 .3000 .2000 .2S00 C 25 1% 1.5289% 
.9171 % 86.7499 6.1SOO 1.S5OO 2.6S00 2.5500 ~35OO D 30 1% 1.5289% 
.2421 % 97.7999 .S500 .S5OO .2000 .2000 .7000 E 35 1% 1.5289% .1625 % 98.1999 .6S00 .3500 .3000 .2000 :3000 
A 15 .1% .1078% 
.02509 % 99.2000 .8000 .0000 .0000 .0000 :0000 B 20 .1% .1078% 
.0203 % 99.3999 .S500 .0500 .0000 .0000 .0000 C 25 .1% .1078% 
.0718 % 98.9499 .4500 .2500 .OSOO .3000 ~OOOO D 30 .1% .1078% .00008 % 100.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 :0000 E 35 .1% .107ft% 
.009375% 99.9500 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0500 
~ 
'" 
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Figure 3.10 
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CHAPTER IV 
ALGEBRAIC DECODER FOR NONSYSTEMATIC CODES 
4.1 Introduction 
As mentioned in Chapter II, it is highly desirable that decoding 
algorithms for nonsystematic convolutional codes be developed. Since 
parity check matrices are difficult to form for this type of codes, 
an alternate approach must be taken. The method discussed in the 
following sections truncates the semi-infinite generator matrix 
of a code to a submatrix G ,called the subgenerator of the cor-
s 
responding code, such that its inverse, i.e. 
-1 G ,exists. l~us, 
s 
encoding is simply the postmultiplication of the message sequence by 
G 
s 
and decoding, the postmultiplication of the received sequence by 
-1 G , i.e. 
s 
y 
s 
= X G 
s s 
X 
s 
= Y G -1 
s s 
where X 
s 
and Y 
s 
are the 
message sequence and the received sequence truncated to segments of 
length equal to the order of G. Obviously, thls decoding method 
s 
works well only when the channel is quiet; it does not provide any 
error protection for the messages sent. 
However, due to the structural properties of the generator 
matrix G~ , the order of the subgenera tor G s can be made an inte-
gra1 mUltiple of both ~ and n. This means that if only one block 
of the message and the received sequence is replaced and multiplied, 
together with several previous blocks, by their re~pective multi-
pliers, G 
s 
and -1 G ,at each encoding and decoding operation, 
s 
multiple parity checks can be provided. This is the basic idea for 
PRIGI01NG PAGE BLANK NOl F1W\'\t I ' 74 
the decoding of nonsystematic convolutional codes. 
As shown in Chapter II the basic building blocks of the semi-
infinite generator matrix of a systematic convolutional code are the 
r + 1 submatrices, Go' G1, ••• , Gr ' where each Gi is an 1 x n 
matrix. 'This i.s still true for a nonsystematic code except that these 
Gi s do not contain an identity matrix or a zero matrix of orde~ 1 • 
Obviously, the minimal requirement of the subgenerator G 
a 
is that 
it must be a nonsingular matrix of order on or a nonsquare matrix 
of full rank containing all the r + 1 submatrices, where 6 is an 
integral multiple of Q,. Additional requirements are derived from 
the consideration of the encoding and decoding of the first block. 
Boyd20 has been able to shJW that 6 > --'='-- and 
- n-£ v nonzero rows 
must be prefixed to G p~ior to truncation. The conditions for the 
00 
existence of G can be summarized as fo1lows: 20 
g 
1. G mllst have at least 
s 
2. rank {Go} must be R 
3. ~ must equal v. 
6n columns where 
II is the number of the memory elements required in the minimal 
realization of the encoder and \.l, j n the llhvious realization of 
the encoder. The concept of obvious realization and minimal reali-
zation of an encoder ,,;ill be illustrcltl---d in the next section with all 
example. It is of interest to note t.hat \' = k - f '" rt ; where k 
is the so ~alled encoder's constr<lint len~th. ohviousb k - (I' + l)i. 
To keep the hardware complex! ty to a minimum, it is desirable 
to find a subgenerator of minimal size which is called the minimal 
subgenerator, designated as Go' The i.nvl'rse of G5 is called the 
\" .. 
:--- .. '
1 • 
.-
minimal inverse and designated as G6-
1
• Once G6-
1 is obtained, 
the decoding process becomes fairly sim
ple. The received sequence 
may be shifted into n (0-1) stage shift registers on
e block, i.e. 
75 
n bits, at a time. After each block is
 entered into the input shift 
-
register, the estimated encoder inputs J 
X , are formed by (~t + v) • 
-1 
(6 + r)i mod-2 adders and a connection matrix equal t
o Go I so 
-
-1 
that X = rG6 ,Fig
. 4.7. Obviously, 0 + r blocks of inp
ut data 
are estimated by each decoding operatio
n and only 0 operations are 
participated in by each received block.
 This leaves at least 1 
reliable operation for error correction
 if the burst length is not 
over r blocks in a span of r + 6 blo
cks of the received sequence. 
However, the most difficult problem is 
the actual identification of 
the reliable operation or operations sh
ould an error event occur. 
Most of the discussions in Section 4.3.
3 are directed to this problem. 
4.2 Phvsical Realization of ~nvolution
al Encoders 
The parameters ~ and v mentioned in
 the last section can 
serve as measures of the complexity of 
a convolutional encoder. It 
is known that any v = k-i rows in the
 generator matrix can at most 
span a ~ dimensional space, where ~ ~
 v with equality holds when 
the code is nonsysteroatic. Physically 
v represents the total 
number of memory elements in the obviou
s realization of the encoder. 
Since it is most likely that a systema
tic coder can be further 
simplified, the number of memory elemen
ts demanded in its minimal 
realization is designated a ~. Anothe
r interpretation of v and 
~ is that ~ = log2 (number of internal state) 
and v· 10g2 (number 
of output states). An output state is the sequen
ce of outputs obtained 
. . '". . . 
" 
., . 
. ~ 
, ' 
. 
, 
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at time t or later, given that the inputs at time t O~ later are 
all zeros. The number of output states is les8 than or equal to the 
number of internal states. 
It is hoped that the following example may clear some of the 
doubts. Consider a (3,2) systematic code generated by the following 
subgenerators. 
A matrix formulation is achieved from the subgenerators through 
use of some auxillary functions 21 in the following manner: 
PI - [:::::::] - [:] P
2 
- 1::::::::] - [:] 
.. 
and the generator matrix may be written as: 
1- " .~ J J. J •. J;"',, J , . . " 
The parity CheCk matrix may be written using auxi11iary functions as 
follows: 
T [1 1] P T [1 0] pT • [1 1] Po • 1 • 2 
and 
HO hi h2 h3 
pT I 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 n-l 
HI • hi h2 h3 • 
pT I • 1 0 0 I I I I n-i. 
H2 hI h2 h3 
pT I 1 1 0 
2 2 2 n-l 
then, 
Ho 0 0 0 where HO • [1 1 1) 
HI HO 0 0 H .. I [1 0 0) 
H • Ho 
H • H • [1 1 0) 
......., H2 HI 0 r 2 
H2 HI Ho 
... 
aD 
In order to see the physical significance of G and H, it is 
more convenient to express them in terms of the Huffman delay 
'+0 operator, D, which signifies a time delay of one unit. Thus, if 
'., . 
78 
i .I. i 
xl signifies the first input of block i, then D xl signifies 
the first input bit of bloCk i - .I. t i.e. the .l.th block previous 
to bloCk i • 
G(D) • 
where 
~(D) 
and 
The formula for the transformation is 
Gl (D), 
G~ (D), 
· • 
· G~_l(D), 
X(D) • 
H(D) 
2. G~(D) Gl (D), ... , 
G~(D) , ••• I G~(D) 
G2. 1 (D), ••• , 
n-
~-1 (D) 
1 2. _~-1 [X (D), X (D), •••• x (D)] 
... 
r N 
+ D grL 
... 
for N • 1,2 •••• n 
L • 1,2, ••• n-1 • 
for N • 1,2 •••• n • 
where 
Using the D operator the code can be written as 
y(D) • x(D)G(D) and G(D) H(D) • 0 
By employing the D operator, the example code can be trans-
formed as follows: 
! ~...., 
~~~-~ ii, 
· 
,1: 
· 
· 
' •. 
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g~l]. [0 0 1] 
g3 0 0 0 
12 
• gl + D gl + D2g1 01 11 21 
G~(D) 
• 1 + 0 + 0 • 1 .0+0+0 • 0 
.1+D+D2 
G
2
1(D) • gl + D gl + D2g1 02 12 22 
and 
HO .. 
HI (D) 
.0+0+0 • 0 .. 1 + 0 + 0 • 1 
G~(D) 
.1+0+n2 
[hI h2 h31 .. [1 1 11 HI .. [h~,h~,h~1 .. [1 0 0' O· 0 
.. 
.. 
hi + D hI + D2hI o I 2 
82(D) .. h2 + D h2 + n2h2 o 1 2 
1+D+D2 .. 1 + D2 
H .. 
2 
[h~,h~,h~1 .. [1 1 01 
H3(D) • h3 + D h3 + D2h3 o I 2 
.. 1 
01 
, 
• 
.... 
, 
" 
'. 
~ 
I. 
, 
. 
, ' 
" .
therefore 
[ G~ (D) G(D) - G!(D) (;2 (D) '1 G~(D) 
80 
G:(D»)_ [10 1+D+D2] 
G: (D) 0 1 1 + D2 
By using the equation y(D) - x(D)G(D) t it can be obtained that 
Therefore the obvious realization for the encoder is shown in Fig. 4.1. 
X., 
'" 
cr; ... ------------.. Y1 - Xl C:j~----tlO D2Xl 
--.:..---:------~--+ Y 2 - X2 
Y3 - (Xl + X2)+ DXl 
+ D2(X1 + X2) 
Fig. 4.1 Obvious encoder realization. 
< 
~ . 
. ' , 
'-
... 
," 
. 
~. ' 
" 
" ., 
.. 
.. 
f, 
From Fig. 4.1 it can be seen that 
"1 - the length of the first shift register, or 
the first constraint length 
- max {deg[c{(D)]} - max{deg[G~(D),G~(D)tG~(D)]} 
1~j~3 
- max{deg[l, 0, 1 + D + D2]} - 2 
"2 • max{deg[O, 1, 1 + D2]} - 2 
The overall constraint length 
" 
is given by 
4; therefore, the encoder has 2" - 24 • 16 internal states. A 
81 
detailed study of this circuit indicates that there are only 4 - 2~ 
distinct output states; therefore, this encoder can be simp1i!ied 
using only ~ - 2 memory elements. An encoder using the minimum 
possible number (~) of memory elements is called a minimal rea1iza-
tion. The minimal realization of the example code is 
Xl -l-----1l----~1 - ....... Yl 
x
2 -[GL]~~+ ~.....,....--=~:: 
memory)" 
e1em.ant 
~ • the no. of memory 
demands in the 
minimum realization 
• 2, while the no. 
of memory elements 
for the obvious 
realization • " - 4 
Fig. 4.2 Minimal encoder realization. 
:r. 
. 
.' , 
j 
.," 
, 
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As pointed out earlier, ~ < v is a typical phenomenon for the 
systematic codes and there are only ~ linearly independent rows 
among any v rows in the generator matrix G. This implies that 
the sub generator G 
s 
is generally singular or does not have full 
rank for systematic codes. Therefore, the proposed algebraic decoding 
does not apply directly to this class of codes unless their generator 
matrices are simplified according to their minimal realization. The 
applicability of the proposed decoding method to systematic codes 
needs further investigation. Since nonsystematic codes are generally 
superior to systematic codes, this problem will not be pursued any 
further in this work. 
4.3 Algebraic Decoding ~ Nonsystematic ~ 
4.3.1 Derivation of the Minimal Subgenerator and Its In.rerse 
Since the first block of Y depends on the present block and 
the previous r blocks of X, then v· rt nonzero rovs must be 
prefixed to G prior to trurcating it into the minimal subgenerator 
Go' Thia, in turn, requires the input sequence X to be prefixed 
by v - rl ~1~ zero bits. 
Consider the Paaske' s (3,.2) , v • 4 code whose r + 1 sub-
matrices are 
Go • [~ : :] Gr • G, - [: : :] 
This code has ~. 4 • v and the rank of Go is 2· t ; 
apparently it does not violate the conditions of having a minimal 
. 
,~ 
.. ~ , 
.. ~ 
.. 
.. 
I 
., < 
-
, , 
~ 
i 
~ 
~ - ..... ' t 
. 
. .,. r "'I 
~ . l 
'. 1 
r 
, 
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subgenerator G6 such that -1 G6 exists. The order of G6 must latisfy v 4 NtS • 6n ~ ( n:r )n • (3_2)(3) - 12 • 
Generally G6 may not be a square matrix; GIS is a square matrix only when v id an integral mUltiple of (n-i.) and 6 satis-fies it. required relation as an equality. More precisely, 6n is the number of columns and (61 + v) is the number of rows in Go ; they are equal only if G6 is a square matrix. For the Paaske's (3,2) , v 
- 4 code 
6n columns .~ 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -'-r-
~ 
r blocks 
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
or v bit 
prefix 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
G 
Go 
:)G G1 Gz :) 0 0 :)G 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 G 0 GIS • 
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1St + " 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 rows 
:, 
) 
: 
'.' ~ -
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 
c· ~ ! 
:., .. '"'.,. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 
' .. ~ \' :,1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
t 
Then is 
I' "" 
1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 D 0 0 ~ 
-1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 a 0 1 G • IS 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 
l~ 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 
and decoding we would perform ~ -1 x • raG 
4.3.2 An Example--.lli. QJl, !....!..l ~ 
1'0 establish the requirements for the (2,1) k • 7 code we 
have: 
GO • [1 1] Gl • [1 0] G2 • [1 1] G3 • [1 1] 
• [g~ 1 g~ 1 ] • [gl g2 J 11 11 • [gl g2 ] 21 21 • [gl g2 ] 31 31 
G4 ... [0 0] GS • [0 1] G6 • [1 1] 
• [gt 1 g~ 1 J • [g~lg~11 • (g~ 1 g~ 1 1 
G~ (0) • 1 + DIg! + 02g1 + D3 g1 + 04g1 + 05 g1 + D6g1 gOI 11 21 31 41 51 61 
• 1 + 01 ~ D2 + 0 + 0 + 0 + D6 
Gf{D) 
85 
• 1 + 0 + D2 + D3 + 0 + »5 + D6 
~d I 
G(D) - [G/(D),Gf(D») - [1 + D + D2 + D' + nO, 1 + D2 + D' + DS + D6) 
The minimum realization (equivalent to obvious realization) i •• 
x _~.::::-.", 
Fig. 4.3 Encoder for the (2,1),;, _ 1 code. 
v • 6 
o:'>~ • 
- n-i 
6 
- . 1 6 and 
Therefore Go has No = on • 6 x 2 • 12 columns 
and 
o£ + v • 12 rows 
• 1 
Furthermore, G6 must be prefixed with v. r, _ 6 nonzero row •• 
.. 
j 
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The minimal subgenerator matrix is: 
1 1 0 
0 1 1 ~ 
0 0 0 1 1 1 
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 
Go 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 
0 - 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
« 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 
1 l 1 0 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 
1 1 
0 
In order for -1 Go --the inverse of the minimum sRenerator 
matrix--to exist. three condit ions must lI' satisfied: ( 1) GS must have at least cn columns. (2) ~I must equal to \' 
• 
( 3) rank {GO} 
must be L 
0 
It has been shown thal the (2,1), k = 7 code under cons i deration 
satisfies all these conditions. 
With a computer program, w;;ing Gaussian elimination tCLhniqut:' 
0 0 , and mod-2 arithmetic. it was found that the desired inverse 1.s: 
• o 
o 
• 
o o o 
• 
C-;;J-
col 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
011110111010 
111110111010 
010001100111 
111111011101 
101000110011 
011111101110 
001010100011 
110001001101 
111011101011 
000110011100 
111101110101 
111101110100 
for the example code. 
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4.3.3 !!.!'.2!. Det,e.cUon and Correction 
-1 
With both G6 and (\~ on hand. encoding becomes simply post-
multiplicAtion of 
-1 
Ys by Go 
x bv G. s . ~, and decoding. postmu1ttpl1cat!on of 
~i 
Before going through 1m example, a notation, L Xj , which 
siRnlfles the estimated value for the jth bit in block I of the 
input seqllenl~e x ohtained from the Lth decoder operation should 
be introduced. 
Assume that an encoder for the example code receiw8 the 
following input sequence 
x • 101101101 1 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• It " 
.. 
~ I 
Then the encoded sequence would be 
y • (.2...!2 ... 0 0 ~ 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 )[G.sl 
rR. bits 
prefix 
• 00 11 01 01 11 10 00 01 01 00 01 01 
--
• • • • y 11 
The decoding process is simply shifting the received sequence into the decoder's input register, one block at a time, and postmulti-
-1 
plying the contents of the register by GIS • Each operation estimates one block of input data and at the same time, several previous blocks. In other words, one block of input data is esti-mated by several operations. As will be seen in the following developments, it is these repetitions which allow for error detec-tion and correction. 
The following table describes the consequence of the decoder operations. 
It is easy to see from Table 4.1 that each message block xj 
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has been estimated 6 + r times. If the channel is clean. all the 6 + r estimates should be in perfect agreement. This fact provides us a clue for error detection. The simplest approach is to compare each decoded bit with the same decoded bit obtained from the previous decoder operation. If the two bits disagree, an error is assumed. This is the error detection method, which may be regarded as an alternative way of parity checking. 
According to a theorem developed by R. W. Boyd,20 a parity che~k on the received sequence is obtained from mod-2 addition of the 
_~_ua.1 
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TA81.R 4.1 
A SEQUENCE OF Df.COn~R OPERATIONS 
2 
Il(Icodcr C""tCllts of O\ltJ'\lt of o ct:!'J,iCll\_ Tnnut R"I'i::tf'r h\ ~Iod 2 ,1'Hhl"f "x) 
-0- - --O-O:"':~;--;~~-·- ~~Ui ~Q - .. -O-~-;;-~· ~"~,~-) -;-~-~0';-i'l 
r· K· 
I, 1 00 00 00 00 i!~ tt 0 11 II 0 0 0 (l (I 0 () !_I 2-
r r' !('I~l 
00 00 00 00 1 I () () () 11 '7~ ;r \--
3 00 00 100 11 Ol PI II 0 II 0 0 
00 00 11 01 01 III 0 iO " () 0 0 
Oil 110101 II Il) 0 () I) (l (l I) I) 
4 
11 01 (1\ 11 \0 (h) II 0 n II II II I (l I! 1 (l I 
Ol OJ 11 III 00 1')1 0 () I'" (I I (I ·1 ,I I' 1 n I 
01 11 III 110 III 01 , II II (l () 1 I) I 1 I 0 ! 
11 10 Oil 101 III 1'1) !Il () 0 (I II II 
10 (10 "I 01 I (1(1 (II I (I '" I (I I I (I I I " I' ~ 01 ~ l!!.l.!. III ~ I ~'-1-I.2_ ~ L '~_I~l_I-!-,Lr' 1~1~1,,':_ 
rio r' .. II I.'" I'll' I'll ,")(1 Ix' , .. 1 ~" lo," Ix" k 'IX" 3\',1)\1: Xli 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
II 
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output associated with column t for one decoder operation and the 
output associated with column t - 1 for the next operation, pro-
vidina column t is one of the last (0 - 1) 1 columns of G~l and 
is nonzero in at least one of its first n positions. 
For the example code t shall be chosen from the last (0 - 1)1 
• 5 columns of such that its
 first n· 2 positions are not 
all zeros. Column 11 of fitt the theorem and thus the exis-
tence of errors can be detected by mod-2 addition of the estimate 
associated with col. 10, i.e. t - 1 , with the estimate associated 
with col. 11, i.e. ~, obtained from the previous operation. The 
result of this comparison is appended to the syndrome sequence. An 
all zero syndrome indicates that no channel errors have occurred. 
Since one block of the input data has been estimated by several 
decoding operations, error corrections can be achieved by replacing 
the estimate obtained from the erroneous block with any estimate for 
the same bit which did nut require the use of that block. 
It has been shown that a message block j , say x
j 
, will be 
estimated 0 + r tiMes; however, an error in r
j 
can only propagate 
& - 1 times. This fact indicates that operation i may be used to 
correct an error in block j ,say ~j, as long as j + 0 < i < 
j + 0 + r • 
The present approach is to use the syndrome sequence to signal 
the beginning of an error rather than to identify an error pattern. 
When an error starts, beginning with that block, the next 0 - 1 
blocks of estimate must not be used for e~ror correction as error 
effects are still contained in these estimates. The r estimates 
following the 0 - 1 estimates are supposed to be error free 
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providing that succesaive erroneous blocks are not closer than 
6 + r - 1 blocks, i.e. a guard space of 6 + r - 1 blocks are re-
quir.d. This is to safeguard the estimates for block j obtained 
from operations j + 6 to j + 6 + r - 1 are not corrupted by other 
erroneous received blocks having direct effects on this interval. 
Since an error in the r1, may not cause a "1" immediately for 
the syndrome bit associated with that operation, i.e. sj may not be 
"1" • a method must be devised to keep track of the beginning of a 
syndrome even if the first rew syndrome bits are zeros. 
A list of all the possible error patterns in one received block 
and their associated syndrome sequences is given in the following 
table. 
Error Pattern 
Event in Block j .j 
A o 1 1 
B 1 0 1 
c 1 1 o 
1 1 
o 1 
1 o 
Syndrome 
sj+3 sj+4 sj+S 
1 o o 
1 o 1 
o o 1 
j+6 
s 
1 
1 
o 
j+7 
s 
o 
o 
o 
The syndromes are lis ted to the point where the effects of the errors 
have t'nded. 
From the above table, it is clear that when the first "1" 
llppears in a syndrl'tne sequt.'nce. errors may have alr\.'ady propagated 
several blocks. For instllnl~e, fl')r l'v\.'nt C, the earlit.·st po~sible 
error indicated by sO. 1 has j. -1 which mealls that an «-'rror in 
block -1 r 
Thb implies that thts error ('a1\ ht" l'orn'l'tt'd h~' operathlll i whl're 
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-1 + 6 ! 1 < -1 + 6 + r • or 5!1<1l 
while both eventa A and B have 8°· 1 with j. 0 • meanina they 
can be corrected by operation i, where 6! i < 12 • 
In order to distinguish the varioUS error patterns that require 
dUferent correction timing since the first appearance of the nonzero 
syndrome, it seems that the entire syndrome sequences have to be used. 
A second look shows that this is not so. As can be seen easily from, 
the syndrome table, if the first two syndrome bits are 11, event A 
is uniquely identified. If the first two bits are 10, correct identi-
fication of error events depends on one ITIOre syndrome bit; if the 
third bit is a "1", evel\~ 6 is the error; if a "0", event C is the 
one. A systematic way of doing this is to draw a "syndrome tree" as 
shown in Fig. 4.4. The tree stops at the point where each branch 
corresponds to only one possible error event. (The notation 
-1 C 
signifies error pattern C in block 
-1 
r ) • Events with the same 
., 
• 0 -1 s· C 
8 1 .. 0 
C-1, B 
') 1 s· 
- 1\ 
sO 
-
1 
A 
f'ig. 4.4 ~\'nJrollu.' trc.·~. 
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tI_ i
tl
• are grouped together and a syndrome sequence shall be recorded 
to the point that each group can be uniquely identified. For the 
example code. 
If s • 1 0 0 correct and reaet s - group 1 
8 • 1 - correct and reset s - group 2 
where "_" indicates "don't care". One way to implement this algo-
rithm is to use the following circuitry to match the syndl'ome 
sequences obtained above for each group of error events so that a 
"I" will be produced to signal the correct timing for error cor-
rection. 
to 
TRANSFER 
AND 
RESET 
Syndrome seufch logic. 
(v+sc) 
:~l 
L-IAJ 
mod 2 adders I 
at .1\0lIl1\ 1n Ft •• 4.~. 
lHIeodina aper.t1~\\. aN .~ folloval tho ncol -wd ".qu.n~. 1.1 
ahiftod int.o th~ input Habton on. black at a ti._ Aft.r "",,eh 
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bh'lck h \,ntuod into tho .tnl,ut roabt.r, tho o.tlmat.d _\lcod_r 
b\putlt i 1 ~\'e' r(,~d hy th" (M + \1) """d 2 ~dde" ~"d 
thl! ~om\"~-
... 
1_~_ )t.)f.. Md th~ .mydt,\""v hit th~t ~(lrNt'lI'N\~h. l\' th.t bh'''k 
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Since the checking of the guard apace ia the main issue, it is 
necessary to know when an error starts. One way of s.chieving this 
purpose is to re-encode the estimated sequence and compare it with 
the received sequence, block by block. Whenever the two sequences do 
not agree, that block is considered to contain an error. Since 0 
error free blocks are required, as soon as an error is detected, the 
next 0 blocks are eXamined. If they all agree, the decoder assumes 
an error free guard space w&s received, which would imply that the 
error was properly corrected. If the next 0 blocks do not agree, 
the decoder estimates will be regarded as unreliable and a second 
algorithm will have to be used. Since the algebraic decoder is a 
good burst corrector and requires an error free guard space of finite 
length, the second algorithm would bp. most likely a randem error 
corrector and hence would not require error-free guard space; in 
particular, the maximum likp.1ihood probabilistic dec . .>der, namely, the 
Viterbi decoder is proposed as the second phase of the hybrid system. 
Additional hardware includes an extra encoder to re-encode the 
estimated sequence, n mod-2 adders to compare the re-encoded sequence 
with the received sequence and a flag logic to check the violation of 
guard space requirement. Wbenp.ver the outputs of the second encoder 
differ from the received sequence for a certain block, an "1" enters 
the flag logic; after it propagates 6 times, a flag will be set. 
If there are no differences between the re-encoded sequence and the 
received sequence in the guard space, indicated by an all zero flag 
regis ter, the flag is reset to zero and the es timate of that block 1s 
regarded as correct. A flagged decoder estimate is considered to be 
to ttll. OWl' the duty, 
I.hl'l)\\t .fr\lm the t'~-~lw(\d~d} :t~q","lH.'" "'h1 r~cd v~d \ ~~u"lwe 1.'(\D.\parator , "I .. 
-., ~. 
-. ~- ¥ ~ ... 
-
.... 
-
... 
-
............... 
-
.... -
.. ... ~ ..... -
.... 
- ~ ~ 
, .. 1 
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algebraic decoder works well only for the correction of short bursts 
where the burst corrections can be made definite. 
Hore will be said about the hybrid system and several alterna-
t1ves will be presented in the next chapter. 
4.3.5 Probabilistic Decoding of tons Bursts 
So far discussion has been limited to the correction of short 
bursts of one block. The definitions of "long bursts" or "short 
bursts" are not intended to be rigorous, those bursts that can be 
stored in a decoding table or incorporated into the syndrome seardl 
logic so that their decodillgs can b", made def"{"~te may be defined as 
short bursts. othenlise, as 10llg bursts. TIlerefore short bursts can 
be regarded as bursts of one to two blocks. As pointed out earlier, 
the multiple parity chel~k encoding a llows one source b lock to be 
decoded (r + ,S) times while ollly S receivt'd blocks are required for 
each decoding operation. nlis means that if one rect'ivt"d block is in 
error, there are r chances to recover the SOUfl'e s~qu"'nct". Le. if 
r
j is in error, the i th estimate can be used for correction as long 
as j + 6 ~ i <: j + S + r. \Hth each lldditiond block of tht' burst 
length, the chances diminish one. TI·~refore. the ",nti re souret' se-
quence of (r + S) t bits is still rt.'cowrllbh~ as lonlot as the burst 
length does not exceed r blocks. Thus, I' consecutive burst~· 
blocks. beg! nnin~ 11 t the j th b h'ck, ~'ould be corrected by tht' 
(j + S + r - 1) th t'stimlltC', pnwiJin~ that thl" fo1l4)Wing r~ct.'ived 
blocks, i.e. j+r r to 
, •.. ",,"""'"-,-.. 
jH+·$-l 
r blocks, ure 1111 ~rror free. The 
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TABtE 4.2 
DECODER OPERAT~ON~ IN TilE PRESENCE OF A LONG Bl'RST 
Sourc~ scqll~nct': C 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 J 0 1 1 Corl" s('qu~nc,': 00 11 01 01 11 10 00 01 01 00 01 01 Error 5l'<IUl'",',': Jl 11 11 11 11 11 on 0(1 Oll 00 (10 00 ~('cciv('J s('qu('n~c: 11 00 10 10 00 01 00 0) III Ot' 01 01 D{>c,IIIC'J St'qUPII('l': 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 
'~, .• JI .. , .• ,f' :I, il " . d' t 1. J: • 1 I .~ 
" l- ie 1 i" "1 . " ,,.. l • ~.
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f~llow~d immediately by a clean guard space of 6 blocks. The ratio 
of guard space required to the maximum burst length correctable is 
simply 6/r For the example (2.1). k • 7 code considered. this 
ratio is 1; therefore. it Ob~~oU8ly outperforms the Wyner-Ash's 
codes and is justified as an optimal B2 code. 
Correction of long bursts cannot be made definite because of the 
large number of syndrome patterns involved. However. the long bursts 
may still be decoded with high probability of being correct by ex-
tracting the general characteristics of the ensemble of syndrome 
patterns. One method of decoding long bursts is to examine the syn-
drome sequence to see if a certain length of consecutive zeros can be 
obtained. As soon as this pre-established criterion is satisfied, 
the decoder ret racks to the operation prior to the appearance of the 
" first zero and replaces the estimates of that operation for the 
previous (r + 6) decoded blocks. 'ntis requires a buffer register 
to store the estimated (r + 15) blocks decoded bits at each step and 
constantly replaces the contents of the bllffer register with the 
current estimates unless the syndrome bit 3t that step is ~ero. This 
decoding method does not always catcll the bursts in time; first, the 
criterion is difficult to establish; if it is made too tight, an 
incorrect ~stimaUon may be mistaken as the ~orrect one. If it is 
made too loose, correct timing may be missed and a large number of 
correctable bursts may be left uncorrected. One favorable feature of 
this method is that, if the clean guard space 1s long enough, Le. 
longer than (5 + z) blocks, where z is the length of the pre-
established all zero syndrome sequence that has to be checked, not 
1i.~"~>:·'· -'lr~J - 'I;,r' L: LJ 
_4 
t t, .. , 
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only can most of the long bursts be corrected but most of the longer 
bursts, regardless of how long they are, can be partially corrected, 
i.e. at least the last r blocks of most longer bursts can be cor-
corrected. 
4.4 ~ Bound .!!!.!! Characteristics of the Decoder 
Calculation of error bound is extremely difficult due to the 
large number of error patterns that could be decoded probabilisti-
cally. However, in order to provide some indication of the perform-
ance of the decoder, a rough estimate is attempted which could be a 
very loose measure of its capability. 
Since the proposed decoder is capable of correcting all short 
bursts of one to two blocks definitely, with some capability for 
longer bursts of any length, the overall error probability should be 
upper bounded by the probability of getting bursts longer than 2 
blocks. 
Let p be the channel error rate. Then q = 1 - p would be 
the probability of anyone bit: being received correctly. A long 
burst can be viewed as a short burst whose guard space contains at 
least one erroneous bit. The probability of such events is 
P(t) • (1 - q4)(1 - q12) • An incorrect decoding will output 12 
uncertain bits; if assuming random binary values for each bit, only 
half of them could be decoded incorrectly. Thus, the overall bit 
error probability is upper bounded by 
peE) 
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Clearly, this i8 a very loose bound, since it is assumed that none 
of the long bursts can be corrected. Of course, this is not true 
with the present algorithm. 
The circuit of the entire decoder was given in Fig. 4.7. It 1s 
quite simple. Parts count i8 around 4 times the number of rows, with 
the addition of two buffer registers if long bursts are to be cor-
rected--one for the storage of outputs for later retrieval and one 
for temporarily holding the contents of the transfer gate for later 
use. 
The decoder operates quickly if only bursts of one to ~o blocks 
are stored in the tab le J or incorporated in the syndrome search logic 
for definite decoding. For long bursts correction, after an initial 
delay of a few blocks, which is compatible with the requirement of 
the Viterbi decoder, the rest of the decodlngs are in real time and 
no real disadvantages will result. 
Since is of finite size, error propagation can be greatly 
suppressed. For the example code, the error effect of any received 
block cannot propagate to more than 0 a 6 consecutive operations 
from the time it enters the decoder. This is a great advantage of 
the algebraic decoder over the probabilistic algorithms. 
As mentioned in Sec. 2.4, th~ Wyner-Ash criterion of optimal 
B2 code it:! 
length of guard space n + ~ a_ 
length of longest burst correctable n - .2. 
For the (2,1), k • 7 example code, the ratio is 3. Since this code 
is capable of corn"'cting bursts "f 4 bits when a guard space of 12 
x 
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103 bits is given, it satisfies the above equation exactly. It may be 
concluded that this code is indeed an optimal B2 burst corrector 
and the proposed decoder is fully capable of exploiting its bursts-
correcting capability. ~ ~ £h!!. achievement significant !!.: 
this optimal burst corrector is obtained from an optimal dfree code, 
the best random error correcting code. Experiments have found it to 
be highly likely that the proposed algebraic decoder works this way 
.taP 
for any optimal dfree codes. This assertion depends on further under-
standing of the characteristics of the optimal df codes. It can ree 
n 
be seen from Wyner-Ash's formula that for fixed T' the longer the constraint length of the coder, the longer the bursts can be cor-rected; howe~er, the guard space required increases proportionally. Furthermore, the larger the r, or equivalently k, the more flexi-ble the algorithm; i.e. there are more operations available for corrections. Therefore, longer constraint codes make the correction of long bursts easier. This Is consistent with the requirement of being a good random error corrector. 
4.5 Conclusion 
The goal of developing an algebraic decoder which is general 
enough to be applied to nonsystematic codes has been achieved in 
this chapter. 
It has been shown that this algebraic decoder performs extremely 
well for the example (2,1), k • 7 code; it is capable of cor-recting short bursts of one to two blocks definitely if a table look-
up type of scheme Is used. It will be verified empirically in Chapter V that even long bursts up to 6 ~l~cks can be corrected with 
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hlah probability of $UCC@ss. Correction" of bursts lons~r than 6 
blocks arG l1m1t@d to their last 6 blocks. Th~ only r(>quir~ment is 
that 6 bloch of clean guard space must fl')Uow immediately after the 
short bursts with sontoewh3t longer space for the long bursts. If the 
syndrom~ Ubl ... can be I\\4de to include all the burst patterns, 6 blocks 
of guard space would be all that is l\~eded for any burs ts, lons or 
short. The relative short guaI'd space required as l~ompared to its 
burst error correcting \.~alH\bUity justifies the (2,1) I k • 7 codt! as 
an optimal 112 corrector in th(;~ sense of the '''yner-Ash crt terion. 
The c\.lndusion, then, is that if methods could be provided to 
ren\Ove random errors pdor to the :lpplicatiol\ of the algebraic 
d~cddel'~ the chan('t' ()( burst er1'\)r l~orredions would be greatly im-
prowd a~ tllt.' l~.han('e of a~qutril\); ,'le<ln ~\l3rd space h~ increased. 
TIlls will b(' the tl)pic \)( thl' tlt'xt dl~ll'tcr. 
CHAPTER V 
HYBRID DECODER 
5.1 Philosophy 
Although the algebraic decoder has the potential of correcting 
any bursts of length r blocks or less in a r + 0 block's span of 
incoming data stream, the number of distinct syndrome patterns that 
have to be identified forbids such attempts for large r. With the 
innovation of new memory devices such as magnetic-bubble memories, 
however, such large memory requirements may not be impossible in the 
future. 
Unlike the concatenated codes, the proposed coding scheme employs 
only one code, an optimal dfree convolutional code, with a two 
phase decoding process. The interfacing of the two phases is quite 
flexible. Various probabilistic decoding algorithms can be selected 
as the second phase and different interfacing methods can be employed 
to fit the particular channel characteristics and the user's needs. 
PreViously t an attempt hae-. been made to use the algebraic decoder 
to carry the main load, the Viterbi decoder coming into help only 
when the desired error-free guard space does not exist. This scheme 
has the advantage of being fast and causing relatively short decoding 
delay. However, if long bursts--i.e., bursts ",hidl have not been 
designed into the syndrome search logic to be identified--are {'ncoun-
tered, the hybrid system will lose synchronization and errors will 
propagate. Study of the performance of the Viterbi decoder in Chapter 
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III reveals that this decoding algorithm is also capable of correcting 
short bursts, i.e., bursts of two blocks or less. Therefore, it can 
be concluded that both the algebraic algorithm and the Viterbi 
algorithm are capable of correcting random errors and short bursts, 
but the latter do not require error-free guard space. It is the 
ability of the two algorithms to handle long bursts that needs our 
attention. In the Viterbi decoder, which is optimal in the sense 
that it utilizes the entire distance between codewords available from 
the encoder, error propagation is much more prominent than in the 
algebraic decoder, which bases its decoding decision on the trun-
cated data stream. The superiority of the Viterbi decoder in hand-
ling random errors and ghort nursts and the complementary nature of 
the algebraic decoder and the Viterbi decoder when encountering long 
bursts, motivated the development of an alternative hybrid decoding 
system that possesses the same error-correcting capability as the 
Viterbi decoder during random errors and short bursts but can sup-
press error propagation effects as well as the algebraic decoder. 
In order to achieve such a system, methods must be developed to 
switch the decoding load back and forth between the two decoders 
according to the channel property at the moment. If the channel is 
clean or has random errors or short bursts, the decoding duty is 
allocated to the Viterbi decoder. If the channel encounters a long 
burst, as soon as it is certain that the burst is over, the load is 
shifted to the algebraic decoder for the next 72 bits duration. When 
the hybrid system is operating in the algebraic mode, should another 
long burst error occur, that mode is terminated immediately and a 
shift is made back to the Viterbi decoder. In this manner, no 
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error-correcting duty is allocated to the algebraic decoder; it is 
used only to identify the syndrome sequence and as a subsidiary 
decoding device during the resynchronization period of the Viterbi 
decoder. As pointed out earlier, the algebraic decoder is not capa-
ble of correcting any error that is not correctable by the Viterbi 
decoder but the latter does have a much longer decoding delay than 
the former. Thus, to let the algebraic decoder take over the duty 
only after the long burst is over seems a logical choice. 
A flow diagram will depl.ct the overall concept and the hybrid 
decoding procedure much mo~~ clearly, Fig. 5.1. 
5.2 Algorithms 
5.2.1 Syndrome Detecting Logic 
For the alternative hybrid decoding system, syndrome detecting 
instead of syndrome searching becomes the main theme. As indicated 
in the flow diagram, the hybrid system must be able to detect the 
beginning and the ending of a burst and to distinguish the long bursts 
from the short bursts. One possible implementation of the syndrome 
detecting logic is shown in Fig. 5.2. 
The syndrome detec\~ing logic so designed will produce a "1" if, 
and only if, when a long burst is over, it stays at "1" for the next 
36 operations wlless encountering another error which will terminate 
the algebraic mode prematurely. Thus, the hybrid algorithm will be 
such that if the syndrome detecting logic output is "0", the Viterbi 
decoder will be employed; otherwise, the algebraic decoder will be 
employed. 
.. 
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The development of the syndrome detecti.\& logic is quite compli-
cated, eapecially the syndrome search portion which involves the 
lilting of all distinct syndrome pati~rns for sh~rt bursts and the 
forming of a syndrome tree. The purpose of the syndrome tree is to 
eliminate all the redundant bits of the syndrome sequences under con-
aideration so that a simpler logiC system can be made. Further simp-
lification or conbination of the ''NOR'' gates is possible by the "prime 
implicant table" method. 
5.2.2 Syndrome Detecting Logic Develoement Procedure 
The function of the syndrome detecting logic, S.D.L., is to 
detect long bursts which are not correctable by the Viterbi decoder 
and to allocate the decoding duty to the algebraic decoder so that 
error propagation can be confined to the latter. 
The heart of the S.D.L. is the syndrome search logic S.S.L., 
which identifies srecific short bursts, should a bursty event occur, 
therefore allowing recognition of longer bursts not individually 
rec.ognized. 
The first step toward the development of the s~~drome search 
logic is to list all the possible syndrome patterns caused by the 
short bursts. The best way to achieve this is to use a computer pro-
gram that simulates the syndrome calculator and tabulate the error 
vectors and their associated syndro~ patterns in the output. 
Table 5.1 is a list of the syndrome patterns of the ~hort 
bursts, Le. bursts confined to within two blocks, for the. example 
code. 
- • .. J. I" 'T' , .• . I , I , . { [ 
TABLE 5.1 
LIST OF THE SYNDROME PATTERNS OF THE SHORT BURSTS 
EVENT 
A 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
ERROR 
PATTERN 
100 0 
o 1 0 0 
1 100 
1 010 
o 1 1 0 
1 0 III 0 1 1/0 
1 1 1 100 1 0 
o 110 0 0 1 0 0 
1 III 0 1 1 0 1 
101 0 1 001 
1111001111 
1 000 1 0 lIt 
10100 1 0 1 0 f 
11101 0 0 0 0 
o I 0 I 0 1 1 1 1 1 
01 0 1 1 1 1 10 1 
01111100 III 0 
Hlty be 
combined 
as 
1000101-
,P'! " 1..1 
111 
LENGTH I 
7 
7 
5 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
4 
5 
b 
I j IF I - I 1 
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As may be noticed, the first nonzero digit 
of the syndrome 
sequence may not appear immediately afte
r the receipt of an erroneous 
block, that is, there may be a delay of 
several input blocks before 
the first appearance of an "1" in the sy
ndrome sequence. This effect 
is designated by a superscript; i.e. 
-3 J signifies error pattern J 
in block -
3 
r • The superscript 110" will be drop
ped, 1.e. 
In Chapter IV the use of a syndrome tree t
o eliminate some of 
the redundant syndrome bits has been men
tioned. While it is legiti-
mate to do so if the purpose is to distin
guish one short burst from 
the others, this simplification is not v
alid if the purpose is to 
abstract the short bursts from all the p
ossible bursts, long and 
short. On the contrary, the number of h
its to be examined must be 
extended to a length at least equivalent
 to the syndrome length of 
the maximum length bursts under consider
ation. For the example 
channel, it is assumed that no burst of 
length 6 blocks (12 bits) or 
longer should exist or at least the chan
ces of encountering such 
bursts are extremely slim. Based upon t
his assumption, it is eVident 
;, 
that the maximu,n length syndrome pattern
s are limited to 12 bits. 
This means syndrome sequence for a 12 bi
t span must be examined before 
one can be certain whether it is a short
 burst or otherwise. The 
reason is very simp1e--the syndrome patt
ern of a short burst can be 
the prefix of the syndrome pattern of som
e long bursts and until the 
entire length of the pattern has been ex
amined no assertions can be 
made concerni.ng the length of the burst.
 
Because of the above reasoning, the "syn
drome detecUng logic
ll 
has been revised to that shown in Fig. 5
.3. The shift register is 
o ~\ 
1,~ ~~ ~ ~ %7.: ~~ 
If oUlPut Is "0" use 
Vlterbl decoder. If 
output is "I" use 
algebra(c decoder. 
Note.,.If the channel 
encounter~ a second 
error event, the de-
coding operations 
viII ~ returned to 
the Viterbi decoder 
and the counting is L~ tenainated. 
2 
"-
1ll 
Figure 5.3 Syndrome Detecting Logic 
A 
8 
C 1 Connect to i,. pte A tbrouah 
N° 
... Pi •• 5.6 
,.: 
Ie 
L 
Start eouatio. 
.. 800D .. 1001 
bur.t i. over. 
ilellet to "0" after 
72 bit. or enCOUD-
teriaa another error. 
Allk~raic decoder'. 
output •• aociated -I 
with col. 10 of C6 
Algebraic decoder'. 
output •• aociated 
with col. 11 of ~1 
~ 
I-' 
W 
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extended to 12 stages with one additional stage which will be 
explained later. Furthermore, because some syndrome patterns of the 
long bursts have 8 consecutive zeros, there can be no certainty 
that a burst is over by observing 7 consecutive zeros. Since the 
shortest syndrome of the short bursts has 4 bits, the syndrome de-
tecting logic must bf. J.mplemented in such a way that this syndrome 
is detected before gate 3 is turned on. This requires that at leas t 
9 consecutive zeros must have entered the shift register before gate 
3 can be turned on; otherwise, this shortest burst will always be 
interpreted as Ita long burst is over" for some time, and then behave 
unpredictab 1y for the next 36 operations. In order to avoid exces-
sive delays after a long burst is over, the "SO" stage is added to 
limit the delay to the least posslble. Of course the whole desi.gn 
is based on the assumptior.. that no burst longer than 12 bits sho~ld 
ever occur. If, in fact, t';I:~ channel encounters a burst of L blocks 
longer than 6 blocks, the detecting logic will direct: the dcct1d!ng 
action to the algebraic decoder L bUs too eurly ar~d this will result 
in L bits data loss: however, this ia not a disastrous situation, 
since bursts longer than 6 blocks will be decoded 1.1 error by the 
Vit~rbi decoder also, but with the following 72 bit dt"'lay as well. 
The beauty of this logic circuit is that it can catch the ending of 
mOfit long burs ts within 4 operations with only Ll few exceptions t these 
being the bursts whose syndromes have excessive delays. llowevl'r, in 
no case will the d~lay bl~ longer tluUl 9 operations. and for an over-
whelming majority of the bursts, the ending can bt> tndicated exactly; 
these arc the longest hJrsts anticipated, i.e. burstR of 6 blpcks, 
though they are not supposed to occur ffl~quently. 
IH 
"uftbWlf d\\\pl1flctltlon ~nd con\blnt\thm \If th~ "~'Hh'(\,"" ,HHte,'"", 
of ahort bur .. U "'lAY b. p\l ... lbh~ by th" "Klu'n~"llh ,,~,," "" 'I,'rl,"~ 1"",11-
",U\t ubl.-" _tho"'. but in l'r"('th'. tbh h hl"h1), "l\Hhly. """ • 
• yndr"",. p.tt~n~. ot th. "hurt bu .... tM \,,,,,,,,hH' (.It \l\\lV • ,'.,), IU\\~l1 
p\,H"thm of thC! toul ll{\tIdbl" "y\\,h'\)t\\\) \\.-tt~m ... ",,' .n ~~",,"~1 th,,~ 
Il'~ wtd@ly "c~tbH~l' in th~ ""Anul\lfI,h \\\~l"" 1.'" lh~ d'I\"cP "r tw,' 
Ily\\d,'o,. t'''U'' nlM "'( t.h. "ho,'t but"" t" b.., t,,~ ~,IJ A"."t t." ,,)tt f"\1\(\ 1~' 
II\W\H. For th" ~)c."",,\l" \lO""_ \\\\1'1 th" ilYI\\'f\'"",- or l'v..,,,t t\ "nd 
@v.nt \I' ~.\\ h. ('omht",,\\ with th" ~llmt"At lI,m or \'"1\\1It V~"h" 1 •• 
1'h. ""t of tht' Myn\h'\\mv ,l"t",'t i",,- h'tlh' h A ,H rCld trf\md",t "\1\ 
\'It th" Wl'bd lII\>Q('Hh't\thm t\\t:\l \"a1h~ ~'It,H'~_"'tm\l*. l'hhl ",Ul b" 
I"lf-l'vh,p"l Rft,,\, =' \'''tAl.'",' "lll"-."Mt,ll\ ,'f th" t'\I\\\'t:l\'l\tl\~ ,If th~ 
h'lI.il' d \'l'ult. 
". ~. '\ 'U.\!,"~'.~~_"·JJ~'~~.!m~ ~\( Jl'.~ :\~~~\~')'1i~~ .'~.t .. ,,~~tJ~\,j _\'~\A.I.':, 
11\ th'" \\\Irm~' ,,,It\\4thm, t.h" d\AI\I\~\ I" "\'I'\,,\It~,1 t" t'r "''''~\\ alHt 
1\,\ ~\·u"" "hall hI<' tAll"" hy th{~ ~,\l.' .. ' t.h" "",,"It ," ~~t~ \ \" ~\­
W.'\,\'1't "0". wht"'\ ""'1'\1\" thtt ,l~,·,,,H\\1l ,tut\' ttl ~Il\ll\l\\lf.\,l hy th'" \,,,,,,,hl 
,1"",,,1 .. ,,, lh,wtl,'\\r. II' ,':\1'1(1 \)( mlY "",','t' r""'\lt. " "\" \d 1 \ ('\ltpr th" 
"hHt r~'~IIH(>r rtt."~,, .. ",llh", l~ "p,'r;H ,,',,/t ,'",'m thC' ",','",'"",'," "t th" 
t\WI\(. A~ !t""" ~M th" "\11 ""lc"" th~ ,."1 It "")lh-'"" ~Atp .' \d" II" 
Ih't\I1\("'\ Alhl tit" :;,n.1.. l~ \\\ ;\ flt.,,\I\-\w ,,,,,,UI,\I\, !-h,'\ll,\ tht! ,,\·,'I\t 
h" A rf\l\lh"" ,'n,'t' "\' ~ "h"n h"ntt. ~At&' ~' " ... 11 h'" r.'""l h' It ... 
"rilll",,\ :atilt.. "M IIi"I'I\ Itlll til" !'In'l "\" tl\ til" ltYlhh',\llIr ""I"'"'''' ~l 
:\1\,1 lhtt A\"'" tt. \'('''':\111''\'. \I' th,' ""l'nl l!~ Iwt :\ r;\l\,h,\" ,'''nil' "f 
"h,'l't hur!'tt. ~:\t" 'J ~nl Itt,,,, 11\ thr "It"t" 1I,'~lt'\"\ \luttl thr nf",l 
"\" I" t.hr ,."\,,h',II\\,' 1'&,:"'1\",, ~.\ • l." •. 1 t~ 'dt ,1 .. \;1\' ,111"'«' 11.,- Itrlllt 
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appearance of the non.ero Iyndrome bit, or 9 conlecutlve .ero. have 
entered the shift reai'ter, whichever happenl firat. And conditioned 
on the fact that late 2 11 still in the " .. t" podUon, 1. e. the 
event is not a random error o~ a short burst, then sate 3 will be 
actuated. With both late 2 and sattt j in the "set" poftition. sate 1 
will produce a "1" output which means the decodit~8 action shall be 
shifted to the alaebraic J~coder. As soon as the decoding duty is 
assumed by the algebraic decoder, 4 countur starts to count. At the 
end of a 36 count, both gates 2 and 3 will be turned off and the S.D.L. 
returned to its normal state. However, if the dumnel encounters 
another error prior to the ending of the 36 ('ounts. thtl decoding will 
also be returned to the Viterbi decoder, but th~ S.D.L. will rdmain 
in the "alert" modt. Should the second event be " random IIHror or 
short burst, th ... S.D.L. will return to its nl..'nnal state .~ \&Sud; 
otherwise, the decoding duty will be asRigned to the alsebrdc decl"tder 
after the burat is over, in the same milnner as if this cwnt Wf.'re 
encountered for the first ti.me. TI't'n'fou, the S.D.I, switd\~s tho 
decoding actions back W10 forth between th~ tw,) JC'l~lldl'r8 {\l~cordins 
to " set of predetermined de.dsion rubs. 
The only drawback of thls algorithm is thnt whtH\ the dHmncl 
E!nCowlters a short burNt whi1~ the dec(ldin~ 18 in tht' nl~ehraic mode. 
it will navel' go bnck to the ~18('brllil~ dl!'c()d~r nftt'r th" bunt l~ 
over, even if the Viterbi dt'coder is not l·f·-~~:mchronhl'ci. i.e. th~ 
l;ounter has not finlshl'd tht' 36 Cl,untK. ihh problt'nl can be> dr-
cl· .. nv'.mud by an "AND" at tht>. mltllut of S. ~ .1 .. with tlw l'llnlpl~mt'nt of 
the counter'li output 81..l thllt if tht' C,)Untt'f 1M in th(> l:l)Untin8 moJII'I, 
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.ate 2 cannot be relet. i ••• aate 2 e~\ b. turned off if. and only 
if. the counter t. not 1n the counting mode. FurthermoH, the fe.d-
back connection beMen the output end of aate 5 and the counur 
,hall be Huaoved. wh1ch _an. that onee the counter atuU count1n,. 
nothina can terminate it until it ftn1ah.a the 36 counts. n\h 
alternative lmple1ll4!nhtion abo hal itl ahorteomlnQI. It N~nrds all 
the short burst~ wh1ch occur when the count~r ia 1n th~ counting n~d~ 
a. lona bunts and to-initiates tho CO\ll\ter with each new occurrence 
of • bunt. If th. channel hi ri.l'h in random E!rt'Qr'$ or l!JhiH't butllltl!l. 
tho d4ltcodina will return to the} Vlt"rbl decoder mom~ntnUy and sttty 
with 4lsebraic decoder th" rest of the time, H~thods mUllt bt' incorpo-
ratod so that th~ COUI\t.,r c.an bw illitbt.l'd unly when thl!! burst 15 
I 
! 
! 
A 
B 
~ Connect to 
: ~ aate A through L 
., see Fia. 5.6 
. 
s 
• L. 
Maintains a sianal 
1{"O", use Viterbi decoder 
If"I", u .. e Algebraic decoder 
An .n ... '" .111 b. -, I I 'n" "'". If .. , ], out after 36 counts in tbe countina .ode 
A I I 
13 
Note: If tbe channel encounters 
a second error while the hybrid decoder 
is In tbe counting .ode, decoding will 
be returned to the Viterbi decoder t~orarily, then goes back to tbe Figure 5.4 Syndra.e Detectina LogiC 
Viterbi decoder to finish the 36 
counts. If the second error is a 
long burst, starts counting fTaazero again. 
J.n Ulpulse will 1n1tiate 
a count ina process. starts 
frca 1. reset to 0 after 
36 counts. 
Alaebraic decoder'. output -1 
associated with Col. Ie of Ga 
AlgebraiC decoder'. output_1 
associated with Co1.l10fGa 
~i 
a ~~ 
~§:: ~
t':J 
-
~, 
~ 
~ 
00 
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tM.8 d.acoder do •• not imlrant •• error fr~" ""ulu. Thh r.et l,,~d. 
to tho consideration of a third variation. 1t ia kn\.M\ that the 
al.ebraie d.codor t. not jU8t a 8yndro~ C~Ator, but can .1"0 •• rvo 
••• multiple putty eh.ek d"eo\\"l' for c(n\\tl)lutlonf\l cod.". 'th. 
only requirement is th.tt 6· 6 bh)~k$ or ~t'"l'Of (N~ ~\\A\"\t M'H\I.'~ 
mUl8t b. provided. '1'tlh till trw.! in ",vneul with v.ry hiSh il\'\-'lHt\'iHt~· 
if r.nd\)m en'ors at'\! the c~\[~e. lIndo\' th. c~~\\\Hti\'n th.t lh" duU\,,~l 
18 indeed 80 b@n@volent, the l\t~('br~\h~ d~\~N\el' \\\l\)' bt' u~"1..1 t·,", 1.· .. \fT""·t; 
all error. when th .. Vtterb1 d"c\)d~r 1M .)\\t "f ~y\wlll"\mil.'ll\ll"n. l\h~ 
.tlsebrlltic decod"r itt (:ftt)~l@ \.\( c,'rrol.'tl.nt: All "nor l'Ath'\n\~ thAt 
ate limited to wi.thtn ;2 hh'ck~, i.t'. 4 \\{u. whid\ b ~x"\.·tly lht' I'\l\m~ 
as that ",t the Vlt~rl't dc.>cl,d('r (..,r S\h)l't hh'I..'k; •• 1'h(i!\.H'"~th~Ally. th" 
errol' l'orr~".tins lh'ttmtl.al .. ,r th@ al~(\hr~h' \.\~\.~\'hl"r h up t\\ \\\H'~U 
of b htodl!~ h)\\S. b\\t thc' l'l"l'\\l'le)tity ,"It" th¢ lH\ntw~"C' 'W th\" I\\(',\\\"ll)' 
~torRse N-tuil't'J f,'rbhttl sud\ iI1\\,\~\\\"l\lath't\. ":"~'\\ H th~ t"\'\',W 
~orr<'dit'~ ,'f th'" "l~l'hr"h' "C'I.""\'\"''' t.s U\\\\tN\ h' n",,\"'" t'n"\'r~ ~"J 
sh .. n:.t \n\l,tt~. th,' thihl viu'l:tth'" "",ulJ \,t'd,'r,,\ \IIud\ '."ttl'r th:m th~ 
Ur~t tw" it the' dH\\\\\~t l~ km:'''''' h' ~l\'\' "1\\'\I~h \'lr,'r tn'" ~mln\ 
space. Tlw dh,h'c' i~ :H't \lA \ \y '\""l>I"~('l't. I"-"lt u\".n t h\" \"'('\"~ \l ('n',"· 
rate but ut',,,, tht\ duu\lu'\ ,~hR'·'h't(lrl .. t l,~!'4. that hI ,,·"..-tht''' the' d\~l\'" \ 
hA~ ""we r.m,I,.m t'rl',\r~ ,,," "\\r~t\· "t'r\w~. ,"It' \\'\H,ttwr tlw d\;\l\\\t~\ "1'1','1' 
('vents :U'(I "l\ar~(> (I\hm~h t\, \'r,whk I.'h'.\1\ 10\\\;"',1 ~l'.h·t'. 'i'h,' ~.\\.l.. 
for thht \t141'iathm t~ !4h .. ",,\\ 1" "'tt\. ~." R\\\\ n~\ ~.(\. 
~ • 1 S~.'~l'.~~t!' '". ~~,t~~!:"!.tJ..~'.!\ 
TIle' \\\'ht"iJ ,\,."\,,l!I\t\ \,n"'''"'' l\C"\'I'\'\I\{'l'. l\,~"th .. r .... 'th (11\' \'U"rld 
,U\,t ~llt('\"I\"Ah' lll'\'\'lh'\"Il, ",,:'l4 stn"\\:\h,,l l\\\ :, \1",\,:,,' lll)$ h' \",dly tt .. 
!f output Is "0" 
use Viterbl decoder. 
If output ia "1" 
uae a.gebraic decoder. 
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S.S.L. Inputs Connection Table 
~t, 
, 
:~ .. 51 52 S3 S4. S5 S6 S 1 S 8 S 9 ::/0 Sl1 S12 ~~te _______ ----4-.--- -.- - -----f----- .--.-.-~ -- .-- .. ---. 
A 1 0 1 1,01 1
 00 0 0 0 
B 1 1 1 i-t-o 0 1 0 0
 0; 0 0 
~-- - ... , • ~ .. -
- ' ..•.. - -----"-~-'<.---'<---'-"
"--+-><--
C 1 1 .. 1 0
1
.-1 1 n , nO' 0 0 
D 1 _..Q __ I._!-_+.!L ~...Q 0 ~' 0 '0 
0 0 
.J; 1 1 0 0 i.L 1 1 0
 0 0 0 
i-~~Gi1-~-'- I-t· ~. ~~ .. ~. ~ _.~ .~.--{= '~J-
I '1 <L. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
.r 1 1. 1 1 1 0 O
· 0 _ 0 - - -
K 1 1 --' 1 1 0 1 I 0 
' 0 0 0 _ _ 
L 1 1 1 _ 'L '--_ 0 1 i I 0 lCLJ.J) 0 0 
-
A 
AND 
To S.S.L. 
. S1 
-2 83 S 
84 
-s 86 8 
51 
S8 
89 
s10 
Sll 
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Hote: 
The "AND" gate shown is a typical gate 
into the "OR" gate labelled ':8 
t feeds 
The 
inputs of the "AND" gate are connected to the i 
shift register stages s • i - 1.2 •••• 12. 
Whether these S1 outputs shall be COIIP
le.ented or 
not before feediag into the correspondin
g "AND" 
gate. please see the "S.S.L. Inputs Con
nection 
Table" • If the corresponding entry in t
he table 
is a "I" do not cOllPle.ent 1t. if a "0". cOllPle.e
nt 
it. if a "-" is shown. vldch.eans "don
't care". 
do not input that stage at all • 
FiguTe5.6 SyndTa.e SeaTch Logic (S.S.L.) Connec
tion Diagr .. 
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-
_
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error correctina capability and to compare the performances of the 
three. Details of the simulation are aiven in the Appendix. Random 
information was encoded us ina the (2,1), constraint lenath 7 convo-
lutional code. 
Twenty-three complex channels were simulated and 2000 words, or 
64000 bits, were used for each test run. For each channel the nominal 
error rate was made 1%, 0.1% and 0.01%. Channels were characterized 
by both random errors and bursts with burst lengths ranging from 1 
block to 6 blocks. The 23 channels ranged from channels with 0% 
random errors, i.e. pure bursty channels to channels with 100% random 
errors, with an increment of 5% random errors for each successive 
simulation. The frequency of bursty events was always made inversely 
proportional to the burst lengths. Whenever a burst was simulated, a 
random number truncated to the appropriate length was inserted to the 
error sequence; however, for a random error only the corresponding 
rece:l.ved bit was inverted. The two additional channels simulated were 
the channel with strictly short bursts and the channel with strictly 
long bursts. 
A syndrome table consisting of ~ll the syndrome patterns for 
short bursts was stored so that the decoding of short bursts could be 
made definite. Long bursts were decoded according to the totandard 
method discussed earlier, that is. identifying the correct decoding 
operation and using the outputs of that operation to replace all the 
previously decoded b_:s. Thus, a finite chance of erroneous decoding 
is possible. 
A buffer register of length equivalent to the decoder's con-
straint length of the Viterbi decoder was used to temporarily hold 
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the algebraic decoder's output, the function of this buffer is two-
fold, first, for holding the algebraic decoder's outputs for later 
retrieval and possible corrections, second, for synchronization with 
the Viterbi decoder's output. After an initial DeL bits delay, the 
syndrome detecting logic commanded the system to accept one of the 
sub-decoder's output according to a bookkeeping register's content--
if "1" was indicated, usi:'ag the algebraic decoder's output, otheNise 
using Viterbi's output. 
Parameters monitored were error counts and error probabilities 
for each type of error event and in addition, the number of errors 
per word; each word was regarded as 32 bits for the code tested. All 
;.lere recr.rded before decoding and after uel.oding and for all three 
decoders. Finally. an overall pel'formance measure was calculated in 
terms of both e"ror reduction .md error ratio. 
5.4 Experimental Results and Findings 
Table 5.2 summarizes the results of all the 23 simulations. It 
can be easily seen that th~ hybrid decoder out-performed both the 
Viterbi decoder and the algehraic decoder in every case. 'lbe only 
exception was that for the 1% rdndom error channel, the hybrid 
decoder had one decoding error while the Viterbi decoder corrected 
all the errorR. This could be an aCCident. h'JWever. it is alKo 
anticipated that while the hybriu decoder is the best decoder for 
compound channels, its performanc~ Clln only approach that of the 
Viterbi decoder in strict memorylcss chann~ls. but can never exceed 
it. 
% OF 
RANDOM 
ERROR 
0% 
5% 
10% 
15% 
20% 
TABLE 5.2 
COMPARISON OF CHANNEL PEllFOlUWfCE FOR DIFFEIlDtT CODIRG SCHEMES 
PERFORMANCE PROBABILITY NO. OF . CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT NO. OF CHANNEL IMPROVPJIEIIT RO. OF CIWIIEL DtP2DVDIElIr ~_ 1% 0.1% 0.01% 
ERROR _ E.P. with Cod1n8 ERROR _ B.P.witbCod1g DJOR _ E.P. vi.th Codi. 
BITS I B.P. withoutcocl1ng BITS E.P.without <bdillli BITS E.P.vi.thoutOMtiDa I RECEIVED SEQUENCE 3840 I 493 22 DECODED SEQUENCE: VlTERBI 543 0.282812 I" 0.215010 0 ALGEBRAIC 631 0.328646 41 0.166329 I 0 HYBRID 325 0.169271 32 0.129817 0 RATIO OF IMPROVEHENT: HYBRID/VITERBI 0.598528 i 0.603772 
RECEIVED SEQUENCE 3727 14~~ 21 DECODED SEQUENCE: VlTERBI 527 0.282801 0.160173 0 ALGEBRAIC 670 0.'359538 46 0.199134 0 
HYBRID 325 0.174403 26 0.112554 0 
RATIO OF IMPROVEMENT 0.616699 0.702703 
RECEIVED SEQUENCE 3632 442 20 
DECODED SEQUENCE: VITERBI 519 0.285793 27 0.122172 I 0 ALGEBRAIC 680 
I 
0.374449 42 0.190045 0 
HYBRID 348 0.191630 17 0.076923 0 
RATIO OF IMPROVEMENT 0.670520 0.629629 0 
RECEIVED SEQUENCE 3513 
I 
421 
I 
19 
DECODED SEQUENCE: VITERBI 460 0.261884 23 0.109264 0 
ALCEBRAID 679 0.386564 26 0.123515 0 
HYBRID 300 0.170794 13 0.061758 0 
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errors were treated as short bursts. This may not be a hazard if the 
random errors are sparsely distributed. However, if the successive 
random errors are not separated by enough clean guard space, it will 
be mistaken as a long burst and allocated to the algebraic decoder. 
Clearly, the algebraic decoder may commit more mistakes than the 
Viterbi decoder for such "pseudo-bursts", and thus become a source of 
deterioration for the hybrid decoder. However, this deterioration 
would not happen if the syndrome detecting logic could correctly 
identify the beginning and the ending of an error event. Therefore, 
the first drawback seems the most serious one. 
Another factor which has a decisive influence on the performance 
of the hybrid decoder is the number of consecutive zeros in the syn-
drome patterns. If the maximum number of consecutive zeros over all 
syndrome patterns were s1ll811, the decision of the event "error is 
over" could be made much earlier, then the guard space requirement 
could be significantly relaxed, and many long bursts could be broken 
up into several short bursts. If this were true, the overall per-
formance of the hybrid decoder would also be improved. 
So far all the drawbacks of the proposed hybrid decoder have 
been mentioned. These drawbacks are difficult to remove. First, 
it is not possible to store all the syndrome patterns because of 
storage space and the searching time involved. Second, the number of 
syndrome patterns are in the same order as the number of error patterns 
and are of the same length. FDr distinct syndrome patterns to exist, 
about 3/4 of the n-tuples in the n-s~ace must be selected. This will 
not allow all the syndrome patterns to have a "1" in the first position 
and a "1" in the last position, and the all-zero blocks within all 
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patterns will be very short. Unless sorne other approach 1s taken, 
no drastic improvements can be seen. 
The proposed hybrid de(',oder, though it has these drawbacks, is 
1n performance still superior to any known algorithms for the com-
pound channel. This is because that the chances of encountering a 
''bad'' syndrome pattern are low and the ''bad'' syndrome pattern caUSing 
an erroneous decoding is still lower. Even for arbitrarily long 
bursts. the algorithm allows the decoding errors committed by the 
algebraic decodl!r to be limited to within (r + 1S)2, bits and the rest 
of the sequence is passed to the Viterb! decoder. Furthf!rmore, the 
error propagation effect of the Viterbl decoder is also supprt.~ssed. 
Error propagation' uP1H'ession can be achieved for any error event, 
regardless of whether it C4l\ be corr~cted by the algebraic decodel' or 
not; therefore, this is the higgest adv3nt;tge of tht' hybrid de..:.oder 
and one of the fact('rA that 18 l'l'sponsiblt' for the overall improve-
Mnt of the dgorithm. 
Bas~d on the ubow observstion. it see.nlS that the propnsed 
algorithm works best when th~ ch:mn~l is rich in short burf'lts and 
worse when the channel is strictly random nnd the rrmJom errorN are 
not sepArated by (!nough clean guard ~pAces. SinCt' pun'l~' r:mdom 
~Vt\nt8, by dcfinH.lon, must be dtstribut"d t'venly ov,'r the! r sample 
spnce and not tend tu cluster together. (or channels with re~sonable 
tlrror d~ns1 ty dtMll ~lI11rd space!" slh)uld bt.> achieved. TI\€;refore I it 
is thoRe- "nt!lll'ty rltnd,'lm Rnd ll~llrly bursty errors" that CltUSt" troubles. 
Just whel,"tt the dIvIding line is bl!twct.'1l "11 group of rllndom errolr," 
and "one lOIlM, bunt" is n\)t quite ch~8r. n,e con'~ct de ftn in"'. of the 
two kind. l,r "t'rors lUay hnv(' to depend on 1I beth-'r \ulderstnnding of 
Elm' 
132 the error correcting capability of the Viterbi algorithm. Those long bursts with error density low enou8h to allow correct decoding by the Viterbi decoder may be defined as random errors; otherwise, they would be a true burst. This, of course. is a definition from the practical point of view, not necessarily having any theoretical significance. 
The number of consecutive zeros that has to be checked in the syndrome sequence before a decision is made depends on the maximum length of the all-zero sequence within all syndrome patterns avail-able. However, if this length is too long. a little compromise may have to be made to assume a shorter length. This is true because if the decision is made too late. the ending of some of the shorter bursts may be overlooked and several adjacent shorter bursts may be regarded as a long burst. The practical ~oice of the length of "zero check" is actually a trial-and-• .;rror process; it depends on the syndrome patterns as well as the chamlel error distribution. The optimal choice of the length may be determined empirically through computer simulation; however, such determination is time and money consuming, and it varies from channel to channel. The reason that 9 has been uspd as the figure is that apparently this is the maximum consecutive zeros for most syndrome patterns for the (2,1), k • 7 code. 
CHAPTER VI 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
6.1 !h!.~ 
Theoretical formulation indicated that the rate 1/2, constraint 
length 7 code used for simulation should be an optimal B2 burst 
corrector. Its random error correcting capability is well-known to 
be very good--actually the best code that has ever been used in 
practical applications. This code is capable of correcting 6 con-
secutive blocks of errors in a 12 block span; that is, even if half 
of the received sequence is in error, no information has been lost as 
long as the erroneous bit streall\9 are separated by clean guard spaces 
of 6 blocks or longer. For error events that are not followed by these 
clean guard spaces, the information content is still recoverable if 
they are randomly distributed with a short length of 1 to 2 blocks as 
th~sc are deemed correctable by the Viterbi decoder from all earlier 
study. The goal is to find a decoding algorithm which can fully 
exploit the potential burst-correcting capability of the code and yet 
perform SR well as the Viterbi decoder in dealing with the random 
errors. 
6.2 Problems nnd Possible Approache~ of Attacking 
These Problems 
As mentioned in Sec. 5.5, the proposed algorithm performs well 
for compound channels but it has not reached the full error correcting 
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potential of the code. Several immediate problems encountered 
during the realization of the proposed hybrid algorithm were also 
pointed out in that section. 
problems: 
Here it is well to reconsider these 
1. The syndrome patterns do not always begin with a "1" and 
end with a "1". The damages caused by this fact might not 
be when the errors are segmented by long clean guard spaces 
but rather when two consecutive bursts, the syndrome of one 
prefixed with several zeros and the other suffixed with 
several zeros, are so close that the zeros of both syndromes 
are overlapping. Since the chances of such events are very 
low, they may not be a serious problem. One possible solu-
tion might be the use of "syndrome removal" instead of 
"syndrome resetting". After each decoding operation, 
methods may be used to calculate the syndrome of the assumed 
error vector and subtract it from the content of the syn-
drome register. If the assumption made is correct, the 
syndrome register will be zero; otherwise, the correction is 
improper and it should be attempted again at the next opera-
tion. It would be even better if methods could be devised 
to extract information about the error vector from the 
remainder of the syndrome register after each syndrome 
removal. Another approach is to re-encode the decoded 
sequence. If both sequences are in perfect agreement, it 
may be assumed that the received sequence is error free and 
this fact may be used to check the clean guard space require-
ment. However, the above statement is only a necessary 
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condition--not a sufficient 
one--for being "error-free"
. 
This is true because the re-
encoded sequence and the 
received sequence are still
 in perfect agreement, prov
ided 
the received sequence is no
t "error-free" and no correc
tion 
has been made. As a matter
 of fact, these two sequenc
es are 
always in agreement with ea
ch other if there has been n
o 
correction attempted. Ther
efore this method is deemed 
not 
usable for the hybrid system
. 
2. The number of consecutiv
e zeros within the syndrome 
patterns 
causes a delay in recognitio
n of the ending of an error
 
event. Theoretically two c
onsecutive bursts may not sh
ow 
any gap between their syndro
me sequences if they are sp
ace 
with a clean guard space of
 minimum length, i.e. 6 bloc
ks for 
the example code. However. 
the syndrome patterns are no
t 
the all "1" vectors, as a m
atter of fact, there may be 
seve-
ral consecutive zeros withi
n a syndrome pattern; there
fore, 
it cannot be concluded that 
the error is over by examin
ing 
one "0" in the syndrome sequ
ence, not even after seeing
 
several "O"s. What can be d
one is to examine all the p
ossible 
syndrome patterns and to fin
d out just what the maximum num-
ber of consecutive "O"s amo
ng all the syndrome patters 
is. 
However if this number plus 
1 is used as the decision-ma
king 
timing, the ending of some b
ursts may be overlooked if t
hey 
are followed "too close" by 
other bnrsts. This may res
ult in 
combining several shorter b
ursts into a long burst with
 some 
of the error-correcting cap
ability of the algebraic dec
oder 
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aacrificed. If the channel error distribution 18 such that 
the error events are sparse, the above-mentioned method will 
not cause significant deterioration, otherwise extra caution 
must be excercised. One empirical solution is to perform 
experiments, using various "zero-check" lengths, to deter-
mine which one gives the best perform4nce. 
3. The syndrome detecting logic used for the proposed hybrid 
decoder can only differentiate short bursts from long bursts. 
Random errors may be treated as either short bursts or long 
bursts, depending on when the error sequence obtained the 
req ui red clean guard space. If a group of random errors is 
treated as 8 short burst, no problem will result. Howl'ver, 
if it is treated as .:l lon~ burst, the nonde finite decodins of 
long bursts by the algebraic decl,der :lnd tht' cxcellcmt 
random-error-corrE'cting l~ap.:lbilit)' of thl~ Viterbi dt!coder 
would, on the average, cause dt.'teriot'8tion. Just whut could 
h~ done for this problem is not quit~ clear ut the moment. 
This is true because little is known "bout the Vi tet"bi 
decoder's performance W ith respe~t tl\ thl' density uf ,"'ff,)l" 
bits in the received sequt'nce. 
It is felt that full informlltion l'ontent of a \'onto\&mi-
nated seqllctlcl.' nlust hl' ('xl n\l't:thlt· if th'" "l'Oml\lexH)' of 
hardwo'lres" iM dis rc.'g3 rd"d. l'rl"-Hlh 1 y a l'limplt, te ly d if f t' rent 
approach should be tl1kt'n in tht" forming of ~yndrome pllttt'ms 
and the des t.Sllin8 l,f syndrome sE'arch logic. It is nbo 
p"lisible that the prlllh\st'J a1~or1thm i$ tht' ('ptilMl \~ithin 
re~1t.zab11ity. Much 1s left to b~ Jett'rmin~d by future 
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investigations. A more am
bitious task is the studying
 of the 
structure properties of the
 convolution codes by both 
the 
finite-state machine and th
e algebraic point of views 
and the 
inter-relation between the 
two approaches. In any cas
e, it 
is felt that a hybrid system
 usin~ both properties must
 be 
used in order to exploit fu
lly the burst-error-correct
ing 
capabilities of the ,~onvolu
tiona1 codes. This is beca
use the 
optlmal random error correc
ting decoder is already ava
ilable, 
i.e. the Viterbi decoder. 
6.3 Further Improvement of
 the Proposed Algorithm 
If a little bit more "comp
lexity" disadvantage can be 
tolerated, 
further improvement of the 
proposed algorithm is still
 possible. 
Since the reduction of the 
number of errors per words 
is more 
pronounced than the reductio
n of total errors, it is po
ssible to con-
catenate the proposed algor
ithm with a block code, for
 instance a 
triple error correcting BCH
 code. to further remove th
e remaining 
errors. If the application
 requires stronger burst co
rrection, then 
interlacing may be used pri
or to hybrid decoding. If 
high performance 
is required for both random
 errors reduction and burst
s reduction, then 
both concatenation and inte
rlacing may be used. Since
 the proposed 
algorithm uses only one cod
e with two decoding algorith
ms applied al-
ternatively, additional con
catenation and interlacing w
ill not 
complicate the overall syst
em beyond toleration. 
APPENDIX 
SIMULATION 
As pointed out in Sec. 5.2.3, there are many different ways of 
interfacing the two algorithms and each has its advantages and dis-
advantages. It was found during actual computer simulations that the 
last variation, with some additional modifications, worked the best 
among others. Simulations were performed on Univac 1108 multipro-
cessor. The final procedure adapted was to let the algebraic decoder 
correct all the bursts, long and short. Random errors were treated 
as short bursts if they were followed by enough clean guard space; 
otherwise, they were passed to the Viterbi decoder to be decoded 
probabilistically. This is because the algebraic decoder can correct 
short bursts definitely while the Viterbi decoder can only decode 
probabilistically. 
Both source data and ch~nnel statistics were created by using the 
pseudo-random numbers. The general pro~ess was to create source words. 
each consisting of 32 bits, encoding these words, adding channel errors 
in a fashion consistent with specified channel statistics, and then 
decoding the received sequences using differing al:;\.1rithms. Parameters 
were monitored which allOk'ed calculation of probability of bit error 
rates for both coded and uncoded systems. Fig. A.3 is a sample of the 
output format which shows the type of data monitored, collected, anJ 
tabulated. Table A.I lists the input parameters that have to be 
specified. 
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The computer program developed allows the simulation of any 
rate lIn code, as long as the constraint length of the encoder is le88 
than 32 stage8; however, some minor adjustment8 must be made if n ~ 2 
and the generator matrix is not of size 12 x 12. 
< - \: 
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APPENDIX A 
ENCODER 
Encoding is performed sequentially in strict accordance with 
the diagrams shown in Fig. 2.4 or Fig. 4.4. Each encoding operation 
causes one bit of the source sequence entering the shift register. 
Then the contents of the corresponding stages are mod-2 added accord-
ing to the connection vectors. After the outputs of these EXCLUSIVE 
OP~ were transferred to the codeword register, the contents of the 
shift register were shifted sequentially one place to the right. Then 
the shift register was ready to receive the next input bit. 
The source words were generated from a set of uniformly dis-
tr1uuted pseudo-random numbers by referring to the seed number. The 
seed number was changed every time when a new set was request'.; I~O 
prevent repetitious data. Since convolutional codes are linear codes, 
the decoder's performanc:e should be invariant to any message sent. 
This implies that an all zero sequence could be used to test the 
decoder's capability. Reasons for using pseudo-random numbers as 
test data are (1) to detect any non-linearities which might occur in 
the hybrid decoding algorithm and (2) for aesthetics. 
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APPENDIX B 
CHANNEL 
Channels of various statistics can be simulated by proper 
choice of the channel parameters. Determination of an error event 
is accomplished by eXamining a sequence of pseudo-random numbers 
uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. Since the probability of 
observing a number lying between a certain interval is simply the 
length of that interval, error events of various probabilities can 
be created by assigning proper length of intervals to each of them. 
For instances, if a 30% channel is desired; among the 30% errors, 15% 
are burst errors and among the burst errors, 10% are short bursts 
and 5% are long bursts, then the assignment is shown as follows: 
F(X) 
f(X) 
1.0 
f(X) 
------ ----- _L ___ ---: /i 
0.8 
0.6 r 
0.4 r F(X) 
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t 5 ~~ ________ ~~_~ 
o ~:2 0:3 
.-;--' \ random 
0.4 0.9 1.0 X 
error 
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Fig A.l Probability distribution function of the 
pseUdo-random numbers. 
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Channel characteristics are simulated via
 an error sequence 
which is initially assumed to be all zero
. The pseudo-random numbers 
are eXamined one by one. If a number in t
he random error interval is 
observed, the corresponding position of th
e error sequence i8 in-
verted into 1. However, if the n~er fa
lls into the range of a 
burst interval, another random number is s
ummoned, and its binary 
representation is truncated to the length 
of the corresp~~ding burst, 
then stored in the proper -posHions of the
 error sequence. This is 
done because the bursts should not be lim
ited to the all "1" pattern. 
With this statistically created error sequ
ence, channel characteris-
tics are fully described. Transmission of
 the message sequence over 
the channel is simply a modulo-2 addition 
of this sequence and the 
error sequence; the output sequence is st
ored in the received word 
register to be decoded. 
The simulations performed in this experim
ent are not intended to 
model any particular channel but rather to
 create the gross statistics 
of most channels. Of course, the program
 developed is capable of 
modeling any particular channel if parame
ters describing the channel 
are made available. 
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APPENDIX C 
VITERBI DECODER 
The Viterbi algorithm used in the program is exactly as de-
scribed in Sec. 3.2.1. 
First, a decoding table is constructed and stored. This table 
contains all the information of the trellis diagram; it provides 
output data for all possible states with all possible input combi-
nations. 
For each decoding operation, one receiv~d block is fetched from 
the received word register. Since there are 2~ paths leading to 
each node of the trellis, the outcomes of these paths are compared 
with the received block to determine which one 1s the most likely 
path; this has to be done for all nodes. The path that causes the 
least number of errors is selected for each state and the number of 
errors caused is recognized as the score of that state. At the same 
time, the corresponding input bit is stored in the survivor sequence 
register. The following decoding steps compare the 21 paths lead-
ing to the same node, but the selection of the optimal path is based 
one the accumulated score of the previous opl:'rations and the current 
operation. Otherwise, the procedures are the ~Hlme. The lengths of 
the survivor registers are made equivalent to the decoder's con-
straint length. Since the contents of these registers are shifted 
to the right one place after end, operation, outputs start dumping 
out after DCL operations. Furthernlore, all the survi vur paths will 
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be merged together before reaching the end of the registers. The 
outputs pouring out from any of them are the aame, customarily th~ 
first survivor register is used for collecting the decoded 8equenc~. 
The reason that all the 2k- l • i.e. the number of states. survivor 
registers must be kept is that during the course of decoding. their 
entire contents are needed for possible interchanges. 
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APPENDIX D 
ALGEBRAIC DECODER AND SYNDROM
E DETECTING LOGIC 
Algebraic decoding is achie
ved by postmultiplication o
f the 
received sequence with the 
inverse of the generator m
atr1.x, i.e. 
-
-1 
X • r G~ • This is equiv
alent to modulo-2 addition 
of all the row 
s s \J 
vectors of Go whose corresponding
 multiplier bit is a 11111. 
The 
process is as follows: sh
ift the received sequence i
nto the DA 
register, one block at a tim
e; examine the content of D
A bit by bit; 
at the same time advance th
e row vectors of G -1 • if
 a 1 is found 
<5 ' 
in DA, retain that row vec
tor; otherwise discard it; 
finally, 
modulo-2 add all the rows r
etained and store the resu
lt in XA2 , the 
right most bit becomes the 
current decoded bit. 
The syndrome bit of a parti
cular operation is obtained
 by 
modulo-2 addition of the 10
th bit of XA2 and XA1 , cou
nting from 
the left, where XAl is si
mply the XA2 of the previ
ous operation 
left-shifted one place. Th
e syndrome bit obtained fro
m each opera-
tion is stored sequentially
 in SYNR to form the syndro
me sequence. 
Since the number of possibl
e syndrome patterns grows e
xponen-
tialJ.y with the length of t
he burst-error considered, 
only short 
bursts of 2 blocks long are
 stored in a subroutine cal
led SYDSRH. 
The digital representation 
of these short bursts lies 
between 496 and 
3872; therefore, if the con
tent of SYNR falls in thi
s range, a 
search of the SYDSRH table 
starts. If the syndrome se
quence matches 
exactly to one of the syndro
me patterns tabulated, the
 enu.i.i1g and 
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the length of the error vector are known precisely end the decoding 
is definite. Since the nonzero interval of the syndrome patterns of 
the short burst varies from 5 to 8, the ent1re decoded sequences of 
12 bits resulting from these steps of the operation are subscripted 
and stored for later retrieval. 
Long bursts are those bursts which cannot be found in the SYDSRH 
table. The decoding of the long bursts depends on the examination of 
a certain number of consecutive zeros, designated as ZCK, in the 
syndrome sequence. If this criterion is satisfied, starting from the 
operation right ahead of the appearance of the first "0" , counting 
back, 12 temporary decoded bits are replaced by the entire decoded 
sequence of that operation. It seems that the content of XA2 of 
every step has to be saved; however, this is not necessary. All that 
has to be done is to transft.:r the content of XA2 to a temporary regis-
ter XAIT at each step when the corresponding syndrome bit is not "0"; 
othetwise, no action shall be taken. 
GIn register is used to keep track of the decoding actions of 
the algebraic decoder for the hybrid decoder's information. If an 
error event has been corrected by the decoder, a "I" is recorded in 
the corresponding position; othcn ... ise the filling of a "0" or a "I" 
depends on whether that step of the Opl~ratton for tht' corresponding 
hybrid system should be in mode 1 or mode 2, \ ... here mode 1 designates 
the Vi tl:!rbi mode and mode 2. the 31~ebraic mode. 
Since an erronl~OUS decoding of the Viterbi decoder may cause the 
outputs of the next 3b operiltlotll-l, I.e. 72 received bits, to be un-
r~liable, during this period, the only useful rl'sults are thOse 
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coming from the algebraic decoder. Therefore, a counter CTR 1s 
employed to keep track of the out-of-synchronization period of the 
Viterbi decoder. If a long burst is detected, i.e. when the search 
of SYDSRH fails, as soon as the burst is over, CTR starts to count 
from 1, 2, ••• up to 36, one increment after each decoding step; then 
it is reset to zero, waiting for the next initiation. During the 
counting period the hybrid system is regarded as in mode 2. Whenever 
the channel is clean, the corresponding bit position of the G1R 
register is assigned a "0", if the system is iI: mode 1; otherwise, 
"1" is assigned. Another function of the mode register is to remind 
the hybrid system to keep on counting, even if decoding is temporari-
ly returned to the Viterbi decoder for some hybrid schemes, or for 
this particular scheme, when a short burst is encountered while in 
mode 2. 
Since most times the error vectors are not as long as 12 bits, 
it is desirable to truncate the decoded vector in XA1T to proper 
length before transfer and replacement; SYCC and ZCS counters are 
used for this purpose. SYCC tells the beginning and ZCS, the length 
of the replacement. 
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APPENDIX E 
HYBRID DECODER 
The hybrid decode
r becomes very sim
ple with its sub-
decoders 
and the GIR regist
er on hand. Afte
r an initial dela
y of 35 bits, 
all 3 registers, 
namely the decode
d sequence regist
er of both sub-
decoders and the 
GIR register, star
t pouring out dat
a. The hybrid 
decoder accepts o
utputs shifted ou
t from either one
 of the decoded 
sequence register
s according to th
e corresponding b
ook-keeping bit 
of the GlR regist
er. If a "0" is 
observed, the Vi
terbi decoder f s 
output is accepte
d as the final de
coded bit; otherw
ise the algebraic
 
decoder's output 
is recognized. S
ince the hybrid d
ecoding is per-
formed parallel t
o its sub-decode
rs, bit-by-bit, n
o great time loss
 
results. The wh
ole system is ope
rated in real tim
e and outputs dat
a 
uniformly. The o
nly possible sour
ce that might cau
se nonuniform 
outputs is the se
arching of the sy
ndrome table SYDS
RH; therefore, th
e 
size of this tabl
e must be kept sm
all. 
t 
I 
Card 1 
NW 
NBPSW 
N 
K 
CL 
DCL 
GDS 
ZCK 
ASEED 
number of possible words 
- number of bits per source word 
- number of bits per source block 
- number of EXCLUSIVE DRs 
encode.r c\lnstuint l.ength 
- decoder constraint length 
- guard space to be inserted in the channel, could be entered 
as r.~ro. 
- number of zeros in the syndrome sequence to be examined before 
making the decoding decision for long bursts. 
- the initial seed number to be assigned to induce a sequence of 
pseudo-random numbers, it could be any real number. 
Card 2,3 
PBL and BL - BL denote the various error events and PBL are their 
corresponding probability assignments. They are sub-
scribed variables; a total of 12 varieties can be accom-
modated; however. only minor changes of the program are 
required to increase this capacity. 
Card 4 
HKI and HK2 - the connection vt.'ctors of the encoder, represented in 
octal numbers. Can be increased if the number of EXCLUSIVE 
DRs of the enC0a~r is more than 2. 
Card 5,6 
G (1) - row vectors of the generator matrix. represented in octal num-
C1(I) 
ber. G (I) is not used unless algebraic encoding is intende.d. 
- row vectors of tht:' inverse of the generator matrix. repre-
sented in octal number 
If the generator ~atrix is other than 12 rows. minor adjustment must 
be made in the program. 
. . . 
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Figure A.3 (cont.) Typical printout-hybrid system 
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